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Regent raises
questions about
MSU litigation
information
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Information was apparently
withheld from some of Murray
State University's regents
among the 11 named individually in former university athletic
director E.W. Dennison's lawsuit that claims he was improperly removed from that postion
in September 2004.
At least two incidents were
raised during a Board of Regents
meeting Friday that included an
executive session to discuss litigation. Regent Vickie Travis
made the motion to go behind
closed doors before the meeting
adjourned.
"Several months ago 1
expressed concerns involving
litigation in executive session,"
Travis said in making her
motion. "I would like to once
again bring this matter to the
board.In an interview Monday,
Travis said those concerns related to earlier settlement negotiations in Dennison's lawsuit
against the university.
"It was troubling several
months ago that I asked for
copies of the settlement negotiations and Dr. Kern Alexander
instructed the general counsel to
only give me the final and unofficial one we received." Travis
said. "I learned last week that
there were earlier offers. It's
wrong when board members
aren't given all the information
related to decisions regents are
responsible for making for
Murray State University, especially involving litigation.
"We should have been given
all information, not necessarily
to settle the case but to make
responsible decisions."
In September 2004. former
MSU President Dr. King
Alexander moved Dennison
from athletic director to director
of corporate giving, a position
from which he resigned Feb. I,
2005.
The lawsuit was filed a couple weeks later and is pending in
U.S. District Court in Paducah.
Specifically, it accuses King
Alexander and regents Travis,

Olivia Burr, Mike Miller, Lori
Dial, Alan Stout, Marilyn
Buchanon, Peg Hays, Don
Sparks, Beverly Ford, Jessica
Reed and Terry Stricter of
breach of contract and violation
of freedom of speech and freedom of expression.
Miller and Reed, who was
the student regent, are no longer
on the board. They have been
replaced with Bill Adams and
Scott Ellison. respectively, who
are not named in the legal complaint.
The regents met with university attorney John Rall and
Serieta Jaggers, an attorney
from Princeton, in February.
That meeting announcement
said the closed session was for
personnel and litigation matters.
At the time, there were
grapevine rumblings about settling the case, but the regents
never took any specific action,
although they apparently had
information before them.
Attorneys for both sides were
involved in settlement negotiations before the complaint was
officially filed. According to
Travis, there was an offer from
Dennison's attorneys in January
2005 that was considerable less
than the one she was told about
in February 2006.
She raised another withholding information issue in open
session at Friday's regents meeting
when
she
opposed
Buchanon's nomination as the •
board's next chair by adding
Strieter's name to the possibilities. Buchanon was elected with
a 8-3 vote.
"Last week it was very troubling to read in an official document that was provided to each
of us that the other nominee
attended an out-of-town deposition that neither I nor Chairman
Sparks had been informed of,"
Travis said about Buchanon. "I
have attended almost 100 percent of the depositions already
held and desired to determine
the truth in this matter. Clearly.
there is information that is selectively communicated to certain
members of this board while
others are kept in the dark.-

tiOLNIES MILL. Ky. (API
-- An explosion that killed five
men in an eastern Kentucky
mine may have been caused by
gasses leaking from a secured
area, and officials are trying to
determine whether the sealing
material is effective.
State and federal investiga-.
tors will be looking to see
whether a leak formed around
the nonconventional seals used
in the Harlan County mine, said
Chuck Wolfe, spokesman for the
state Environmental ,and Public
Protection Cabinet.
The seals, similar to plastic
foam, and conventional concrete-block seals are used to prevent 'gases in previously mined
areas from leaking into active

areas.
If this turns out to be a
methane explosion, it will be
interesting to determine whether
these seals were effective,"
Wolfe said.
The U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration said it
was issuing a moratorium after
the rescuers reported the seals
did not withstand the blast. The
federal agency said it would
require the concrete block seals
while the issue is under review.
"MSHA will require that
coal-mine operators immediately examine the structural integrity of all of their alternative seals
and test the atmosphere behind
these seals to protect against
hazardous conditions for min-
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Mike Sykes, aquatic director for the Murray City Parks, examines the water quality at the city pool in preparation for its
upcoming opening to the public.

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The pool at the Murray City Park will
open for the summer on Saturday. according to Mike Sykes, aquatic director for the
Murray City Parks.
He said the hours of operation will be
from noon to 7 p.m. Monday through
Saturday, and I p.tp. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.
The admission is $3.25 for those 8 years'
old and up, and $2.50 for children from 27 years old.
Sykes said he expected the pool to be
busy again this year.
"We have hired several lifeguards, and
we have been busy getting things ready
for the opening. They have been cleaning

ers.- David Dye. acting administrator of the U.S. Mine Safety
and Health Administration, said
in a statement Monday.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher said he
has issued an order requiring all
underground coal mines that use
similar seals to monitor methane
more closely to determine
whether the seals are leaking.
Three of those killed in
Saturday's
blast — Paris
Thomas Jr., 35;
y.
Middleton, 35;
and
George
Petra, 49 —
survived the
initial blast but
died of carbon

the areas. the .office, the concession stand,
"The baby pool reopened last year, and
the deck and the furniture." he added.
it's really nice to have it.- he said.
"We will probably hire a few more
Sykes pointed out that youth, up to
guards. So many young people have so approximately 14 years of age. make up
much to do that we utilize several part- the majority of those visiting the pool.
time workers."
"Naturally, we get parents. and we get a
The pool, which was ready last week. few college udents. but they don't usualhas been vacuumed again in preparation ly swim. Th4y are usually just out in the
for Saturday's opening. "That's something sun."
we have to do regularly.- he said.
He said hen the temperatures start
Sykes said everything was on schedule getting hot r, he would put a sprinkler
and "looking good" for opening day.
device on t e deck.
He said the liner was replaced last year
"The y nger ones really get a big kick
and -it looks really great.- He reported out of th4. They like splashing through
that "all the pools are up and running," the water
and he voiced his confidence that resiid other popular items include the
H
dents will enjoy the pool again this seaand diving board.
son.

monoxide poisonin.
to preliminary

ording

tests. Amon
Brock, 5 I. and
Jimmy D. Lee,
33. died of •
blunt force and
heat injuries.
The
men
who died from
carbon Monox Brock
ide poisoning
were using the exact air pack
model as the Sago Mine disaster
victims, even though the lone
survivor had questioned the reliability of the devices about a
month ago. Twelve miners died
in the Jan. 2 accident at the Sago
Mine in West Virginia.
Holly McCoy. spokeswoman

for the Kentucky Office of Mine
Safety and Licensing. said the
self-contained self-rescuers. or
SCSRs. used Saturday were
model CSE SR-I00. The model
is one of those most commonly .
used by miners.
State mine safety officials
plan to visit every deep mine in
Kentucky within the next three
weeks to make sure that all miners are properly trained on the
use of the SCSRs.
"It's a prudent thing to do
regardless of what happened
Saturday," Wolfe said.
David Dye, acting administrator of the U.S. Mine Safety
and Health Administration. said

The five miners killed in an
explosion in Holmes Mill, Ky.,
brings the total number of mine
fatalities to 40 for 2006
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Atlantic hurricane season
may see 4-6 major storms
MIAMI (AP) — People living along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts should prepare for another hectic tropical storm season
that could produce between four
and six major hurricanes, but
last year's record activity doesn't appear likely, the National
Hurricane Center predicted
Monday.
There will be up to 16 named
storms, the center predicted,
which would be significantly
less than last year's record 28.
Still, residents of coastal regions
should prepare for the possibility of major storms, said Max
National
the
Mayfield,
Hurricane Center director.
"One hurricane hitting where
you live is enough to make it a
bad season," Mayfield told
reporters.
Last year, officials initially
predicted 12 to 15 tropical
storms, seven to nine of them
becoming hurricanes, and three
to five of those hurricanes being
major, with winds of at least I 1 1
mph.
But the season turned out to
be much busier, breaking
records that had stood since
1851. Last season there were 15
hurricanes, seven of which were
Category 3 or higher. Eight hurricanes have hit or affected
Florida since 2004.
In the center's detailed 2006
prediction report, meteorologists
said water in the Atlantic is not
as warm as it was at this stage in
2005. Warm water is a key fuel
for hurricane development.
Also, it is not clear whether
atmospheric conditions that
helped produce the 2005 storms
will repeat again this year, forecasters said. And, it appears that
the Pacific Ocean water conditions known as El Nino and La
Nina will not have any impact
on the Atlantic hurricane season
this year, forecasters said.
Last month, Colorado State
University forecasters issued- a
similar forecast. The forecast of
William Gray and Phillip
Klotzbach called for nine hurricanes, five of them intense, and
17 named storms. They also predicted a 47 percent chance that a
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Ky.(AP) — Supreme Court Chief Justice
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g in a misdemeanor
Lambert has asked a lower court judge presidin
he should not step
why
explain
to
Fletcher
case against Gov. Ernie
aside.
Judge William
Fletcher's attorneys want Franklin County Circuit
potential cona
has
he
think
Guy Hart Jr. off the case because they
e, and Fletcher
employe
state
former
a
is
wife
Hart's
flict of interest.
supporters with state
is charged with illegally rewarding political
2003.
in
office
took
he
jobs after
governor in more than
Fletcher is Kentucky's first Republican
on a campaign to root
running
after
elected
was
and
decades
three
a promise to "clean
and
ent
governm
in
abuse"
out "waste, fraud, and
him last month on
indicted
jury
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and violating a
uct
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charges of criminal
nation.
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affidavit filed by
Lambert requested that Hart respond to an
said, is whether
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.
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the case disqualifies
ing
concern
made
has
Hart
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public
him as the presiding judge.

One dead, four injured after shooting
al home
outside funer
men
Ky.(AP) — Police were searching for two

LOUISVILLE,
le funeral home
who fired into a group of people outside a Louisvil
four.
injuring
and
Sunday, killing one person
g for a funeral
The men approached a goup of people preparin
Home in
Funeral
Sons
&
Porter
A.D.
of
lot
parking
visitation in the
said.
Mitchell
Dwight
an
downtown Louisville, police spokesm
Police had not made any arrests on Monday.
d to have lifeNone of the four injured in the shootings appeare
said.
police
injuries,
ing
threaten
of the shooting
Police Chief Robert White visited the scene
to be quesSunday night as about 40 to 50 people were held inside
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storm season during a Monday
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Response, listen as hurricane officials discuss the
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names chosen for 2006 storms
"We have to be able to take
4
Chris,
are: Alberto, Beryl,
care of ourselves for the first 72
3
, Florence,
Ernesto
Debby,
hours,- he said. "What it does
2
Gordon, Helene, Isaac. Joyce,
Predicted major hurncanes
when we don't take care of ourNadine,
.
Michael
Leslie.
Kirk,
0
selves is stop our first responOscar, Patty, Rafael. Sandy,
2001 '02 '03 '04 '05 2006
ders in the street from helping
Valerie and William.
Tony.
AP
those really in need."
SOURCE Nabonal Weather Service

Predicting storms

tioned.
Goldsmith of
Ricky Goldsmith said,his 72-year-old mother, Anna
other reland
mother
his
said
He
injured.
the
among
La Grange, was
when his
cousin
's
husband
her
for
atives were going to the visitation
leg.
the
in
shot
was
mother
who died
The visitation was for Frank Sherley Jr., 70,
Wednesday. The visitation was from 6 to 9 p.m.

Grandmother, 3 children
killed in Tennessee wreck
DOVER, Tenn. (API — A
woman and her three grandchildren riding with her were killed
Monday afternoon when she lost
control of her car and veered
into the path of an oncoming
pickup truck, authorities said.
The father of the children is a
Fort Campbell, Ky., soldier
serving'in Afghanistan.
Julie Oaks, a spokeswoman
for the Department of Safety.
identified the victims as Sally G.
Delgado, 70, of Dover; Taylor
Ashley Trout, 7; and her twin
brothers, Cody Allen Trout and
Derrick M. Trout, 11.
Oaks said military officials
were making plans to fly their
father home. He was identified
as Tracy Aaron Trout of
Clarksville.
The children's mother, Teresa
Delgado, is a Robertson County

Litigation.

az to S.F.
7-year-old swims from Alcatr
motivated and stick with a goal
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A 7-year-old Arizona boy swam
from Alcatraz Island to the city
in 47 minutes Monday, then was
lifted by his father from the
chilly waters.
Braxton Bilbrey was joined
by his coach and two other
adults for the estimated 1.4-mile
swim. The second-grader was
greeted at the finish by
reporters, photographers and
well-wishers.
"I think it's pretty cool," the
wetsuit-clad boy said shortly
after his father grabbed him
under the arms and out of the
water, which was in the mid-50s
Monday.
Braxton said his next ambi-

tion is to swim the English
Channel. He said he ate pizza
for dinner Sunday and was
helped along by shouts of
encouragement from his coach,
Joe Zemaitis. The toughest part
of the swim was the water temperature, the boy said.
Zemaitis said the boy was
aided by flat water and good
tides. San Francisco Bay is
known for strong currents and
rough waters.
Stacey Bilbrey originally
wasn't sold on the idea of her
son swimming from Alcatraz,
but she accepted it once he
proved he was dedicated to his
goal.
"For a 7-year-old to be that

(Thank
I would like to thank all my supporters, and all those who
encouraged me to pursue the position of District Court Judge.
Should the opportunity present itself in the future. I would
consider it a privilege to once again seek public office. Now that
the Pnmary is over. I will continue to build my private practice.

that long is amazing," she said.
Alcatraz, once home to a
notorious federal prison that
housed some of the nation's
infamous criminals. including
Chicago mobster Al Capone, is
now a tourist site that attracts
about I million visitors a year. It
also draws a fair share of swimmers, including Zemaitis, who
attempt the crossing as part ot
the annual Escape from Alcorn*/
triathlon.
Braxton. who uses Ill
Glendale, Ariz., got the idea
when he saw a magazine story
about a 9-year-old boy who
made the swim. Johnny Wilson,
a California fourth-grader. completed the swim in 53-degree
waters last October.
"He did great," said his dad.
Steve Bilbrey. "He looked so
strong. He did so awesome. I'm
so proud of him."

schoolteacher. The children's
parents are divorced, Oaks said.
The driver of the truck, Roy
Hill, 70, of Paris, suffered chest
trauma and was flown to
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville. Oaks said.
Nashville television stations
reported he was released
Monday night.
Oaks said the grandmother
was driving a 1999 Toyota
Catnry westbound on Highway
79 in Stewart County. The car
veered onto the right shoulder
several times before overcorrecting and swerving into the
oncoming lanes and being
struck in the passenger side by
the Chevrolet pickup.
All four passengers in the car
were dead at the scene. All were
wearing seat belts, authorities
said.

••

From Front

AP
Bilbrey, 7, o
Braxton
Glendale, Ariz., poses on the
beach at Aquatic Park in San
Francisco Monday. The second-grader made the approximately 1.4-mile swim from
Alcatraz Island to Aquatic
Park in San Francisco,
of the
one
becoming
youngest swimmers to cross
the channel.

Atempts to reach Buchanon
Monday and earlier this morning were unsuccessful. A message left at her Livingston
County home later this morning
was not returned by press time.
Sparks said in an interview
this morning that he knew about
the deposition in Indianapolis,
Ind., but there was no formal
notification.
"I knew about it, but it was
Just in a conversation. I had no
intention of going," Sparks said.
"I think what her complaint was
that not everybody had been
notified. I don't know why.
Maybe they assumed nobody
wanted to go that far. 1 know I
didn't."
After being contacted about
Friday's meeting and Travis'
concerns, Dennison made a brief
statement.
"If that's the case," Dennison
said referring to only sharing
certain information,"it's another

example of how the university
administration over the last fey*
years has made a habit of sharing only part of the story and
refusing to provide all the relevant facts to the public and to
the Board Of Regents. You end
up with a distorted, inaccurate
picture of the facts. I am disappointed as we all should be but
I'm not surprised."
Although refraining from
commenting directly about
Friday's closed session. Strieter
said important issues were
brought to light after Travis
searched through transcripts of
depositions, which were provided to board members.
"Having been on the board
over five years now, I do think
it's very important all the board
members get all the information," Strieter said in an interview Monday. "If we aren't all
equally informed there could be
a feeling there is an inside group
and an outside group.-
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la rification
Due to an editorial error, the final paragraph of a story on page
5A of Monday's Ledger was inadvertently cut. The following is the
complete paragraph:
The vote in Saturday's election split largely along racial lines.
but both candidates got about one-fifth crossover vote. Analysts
said that boded well for the future of a city where deep racial
divides were exposed after Katrina and rebuilding plans raised
questions about the future of some predominantly black neighborhoods.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A theft was reported at J&M Trader Park on Ky. 94 East at 11:43
a.m. Thursday. A case was opened.
• A freezer full of food was dumped on an access road to Lassiter
Cemetery III near Forrest Drive and Ezell Road at 318 p.m.
Thursday. The solid waste department was notified.
• A caller from Bethel Road reported a theft at 8:23 p.m. Friday. A
case was opened for theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
• A theft from a vehicle was reported at 9:57 a.m. Saturday at Villa
Square Drive. A second-degree burglary case was opened.
• Murray-Calloway County Hospital personnel reported at 1:44
p.m . Saturday a possible sexual assault at Panarama Shores that
happened sometime after 7 p.m. The matter is under investigation.
• A female was arrested after a four-wheeler stolen out of Dover,
Tenn., was reported on Cypress Trail and Meacham Drive at 3:19
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From Front

CCHS senior honored by newspaper

Thank you to everyonefor your kindness and
support during the past several months.

I would like to ask all of my supporters to please
save and put away any yard signs until the first
of Octoberfor the fall general election.

Thank you.

Randy Hutchens
for Calloway County District Judge
cc. Lam, England. I rea,urev
Paid tor tn, Huichen, for Distrkt Judge Coninnu
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Town Crier

Your Brain.
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NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday in the MCCH
board room. The agenda
includes a fund-raising report,
information about the annual
public meeting and the resignation of Chief of Staff Dr. Dan
Butler.
•The Murray City Council
finance committee will meet at
5:15 p.m. Wednesday for an
overview of the 2006-07
budget.
II The Calloway County
Courthouse will be closed
Monday in observance of
Memorial Day.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Studies show that reading keeps
the mind sharp. Give your brain a boost.
Subscribe to the newspaper and expand
your mind with a world of information./
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MOVING
SALE
50% Off
In-Stock
Fabrics and Pillow,Through The Month of May
CALL ION APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

• FINANCIAL PLANNING
• STOCKS, BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS
• 40IK, IRA-4036 ROLLOVERS/TRANSFERs
• RETIREMENT PLANS: IRA, ROTH SEP
• VARIABLE & FIXED ANNUITIES
• ASSET ALLOCATION PLANS
• HOME & AUTO INSURANCE
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Sisters
Jogging up Rose Street, left to High and then onto Lake
Avenue, history flashes past me. As I go by the house
where Linda Hume used to live. I can see all the way down
to Margaret Morgan's old domicile. I remember sitting in her
living room with a pack of our girlfriends the night President Kennedy was killed. In one breath we mourned the
passing of a young hero, while in the next
we wondered if the homecoming game was
going to be cancelled.
Signs of what is called progress intrude
on the way to Main Street. Mc Mansions
crowd onto lots that used to sport tidy
colonials or trim Cape Cods. Property is so
much at a premium in my old home town,
people demolish smaller, older homes to
replace them with fake Victorians and
Main Street
sprawling contemporary creations that look
By Constance
like stacks of chrome and glass boxes.
Alexander
way
Stretching from Clive Street all the
Local
out to Route 1, Main Street is still in the
Columnist
same place — but there are new cafes, a
trattoria, a Thai restaurant. The two competing drug stores, Boyt's and Wernik's, face
off directly across the street from each other, but the lone
department store. Morris's is gone.
Makes me wonder where locals buy gifts for Mother's
and Father's Day now. Morris's could be counted on to
carry those plaid slippers our dads used to pretend they
liked, or the lace-trimmed handkerchiefs favored by our
mothers. Imagine Nordstrom's carrying such mundane items.
I am in Metuchen because my sister's surgery is today.
She was diagnosed with cancer in the fall; went through
chemotherapy all winter, and now that it is late spring the
time for her mastectomy has come. By this fall, she hopes
to have her body and her health back, not to mention her
hair.
Jogging passes some of the waiting time for me..There is
not much else to do while I am here except to pray, provide moral support, and take care of the everyday tasks that
need attending to. The only other thing is to join the Sister
Study, and offer information that will help researchers learn
more about the environmental and genetic factors that lead
to breast cancer.
The Sister Study is the only long-term study of women
whose sister had breast cancer. It is a national effort aimed
at signing up 50,(XX) women in the next 3 years. You are
eligible for the Sister Study if you are between 35 and 74:
if your sister by blood had breast cancer: if you have never
had breast cancer yourself, and if you are living in the U.S.
or Puerto Rico.
You can go online to sign up or call toll free 1-877-4747837 (1-877-4SISTER a For deaf or Hard of Hearing the toll
free number is 1-866-889-4747. A yideo about the study.
entitled -Sister By Sister" is also available online at
www.sisterstudy.org.
The Sister Study will make an important contribution to
our knowledge about breast cancer because it is one of the
first long-term studies to help us understand how a woman's
genes and things in her environment influence risk of breast
cancer. This is the first study to gather such extensive and
detailed information about envirohmental exposure at home,
in the workplace and the community.
Just like in my old home town, some things change while
others stay the same. The prevalence of breast cancer needs
to change. If you have a Sister who had breast cancer. you
might sign up for the Sister Study. Even if you don't, you
can share this information with others, because odds are they
will know someone who is a member of that dreadful soror-
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Iraq is at turning point
dent HBICusAhGoOrt (AP)Monday Pres'.
embraced the new leadership
in Iraq as a turning point in
the war but claimed only
gradual progress in years of
fighting and acknowledged
that Americans are uneasy
about the outcome.
"I can understand why
people are concerned about
whether or not our strategy
can succeed because our
progress is incremental,"
Bush said in his first speech
since the swearing in of a
new Iraqi government over
the weekend. "Freedom is
moving but it's in incremental steps, and the enemy's
progress is almost instant on
their TV screens.The president acknowledged the American lives
lost in Iraq, past mistakes
and tough days to come. He
repeatedly returned to the
word "incremental"' to
describe progress there.
But Bush grabbed onto
the political news coming
out of Iraq as a way to
support his mission in the
unpopular war and declare a
measure of victory over terrorists.
"The progress we've
made has been hard-fought.
and it's been incremental."
Bush said in remarks to the
National Restaurant Association. "There have been setbacks and missteps, like
Abu Ghraib, that were felt
immediately and have been
difficult to overcome. Yet
we have now reached a
turning point in the struggle
between freedom and terror.
"The terrorists fought this
moment with all their hate-

years. and I think he wants
a breather.Another questioner identiBy Nedra Pickier
fied herself as a proud suppledge to stick to the fight.
ful power, with suicide
porter and asked Bush to
But it appeared not everyattacks and beheadings and
respond to journalist Ted
one in the audience was
roadside bombs," he continKoppel's keynote address to
ued. "And now the day they supportive — some sat with the group the previous
feared has arrived.. And with their hands folded or arms
night, in which he said
it's come a moment of great crossed while Bush talked
there is a growing lack of
about the progress.
clarity: The terrorists can
trust between the U.S. govAs Bush was basking in
kill the innocent, but they
ernment and the American
a standing ovation at the
cannot stop the advance of
people.
end of his speech, one
freedom."
That brought Bush's
woman shouted, "What
Administration officials
response about understanding
about the weapons of mass
have said the establishment
the concern among Ameridestruction?" ,
of a new government is a
cans. Yet, he said, it's
The president didn't
key step toward stabilizing
important to stick to the
answer her, but he invited
Iraq and.making discussion
fight because the terrorists
other questions. He got
of an eventual American
are determined to kill innomore friendly queries about
troop pullout possible. But
cent life in the United
taxes, health care, dependthey said it was unlikely to
States and Iraq. Bush said
ence on foreign oil, restriclead to a reduction of viothose weren't his words, but
tions on the Canadian borlence anytime soon.
he was quoting "the alder, relations with Latin
Bush will meet with
Qaida guy in Iraq."
America, preparations for -a
British Prime Minister Tony
Bush singled out for
- praise Iraq's new prime
bird flu outbreak and his
Blair, the United States'
advice for making the counmost steadfast ally in the
minister. Nouri al-Maliki,
try a better place.
war, at the White House on
and parliament speaker MahA man in a chef's uniThursday and Friday to talk
moud al-Mashhadani. But he
about Iraq. Like Bush, Blair form, complete with tall
acknowledged that the road
white hat, went to the
has dropped in the polls.
ahead will be tough, for
microphone and thanked
The two leaders are not
them and for the U.S. coaliexpected to announce specif- Bush "on behalf of all the
tion. The three major securiic troop cutback targets at a cooks and chefs in our
ty positions — the heads of
country" for creating jobs in The powerful Interior and
joint news conference. They
the restaurant industry and
are to meet over dinner
Defense and National Secu"running the country the
Thursday and Blair is
rity ministries — remain
way a chef would run the
expected to return for lunch
unfilled because of differcountry." He said he hoped
Friday.
ences.
Bush's brother — Florida
Also on Monday, Bush
"The government is still
Gov. Jeb Bush — would
spoke by phone. with King
a work in progress, and
run for the White House
Abdullah of Jordan about
overcoming long-standing
the new government in Iraq, and continue Bush's policies. divisions will take time,"
Bush said he thought his
White House spokesman
Bush said. "Iraq's new leadFrederick Junes said. Details brother would be a great
ers know they have a great
president. too. "But he said
of their conversation were
deal of work ahead to
he's not going to run in
not disclosed.
broaden the base of their
2008, and I think you got
Bush spoke in a packed
government and unite the
to take him for his word." . people.auditorium at McCormick
Bush said. "He's been in
Place, and he won wide,
st
public life now for eight
'spread applause for his
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Obituaries
Carlon Trimble

Garton Trouble, 74, Irvin Cobb Road, Murray, died Monday.
May 22, 2006. at 3:45 p.m. at his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
He ran and operated Trimble Piping Service in Marion before
retinng and moving to Murray. While living in Marion, he was one
of the original organizers of the Crittenden County Fire and Rescue
Squad. He was a member of Calvary Presbyterian Church, Paducah.
Preceding him in death were two sisters, Geneva Trimble and
GoIdle Trimble, and one brother, Gene Trimble. Born Sept. 6, 1931,
in Marshall County, he was the son of the late Walter Scott Trimble
and Lillie Commer Trimble.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Sue Trimble, to whom
he was married Aug. 25, 1956, in Corinth, Miss.; one daughter. Mrs.
Sandra Trimble and husband, Danny. Marion; one son. Steve
Trimble and wife, Beth, Symsonia; two sisters, Mrs. Gustie Henson,
Benton, and Mrs. Golene Futrell and husband, Lamar, Cadiz; one
hilsister-in-law, Mrs. Marilyn McKinney, Lynn Grove; four grandc
Ethan
and
Haley
and
n,
,
Mario
Martin
dren. Jason and Corey
Trimble, Symsonia.
J.H. Churcnhill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Annual TVA/LBL Reunion
scheduled June 3 at Fenton

Students
selected for
leadership
training
Five cadets from Murray
State University's military science program have been selected to attend the U.S. Army's
32-day officer training exercise at Fort Lewis, Wash., this
summer. The exercise is the
culminating leadership event for
the Reserve Officer's Training
Corps, or ROTC.
Christina Aleman, Geremy
Harper, Ryan Mabry, Ryan
Oliver and Brian Sykes willjoin
more than 4,000 other "cadets"
from colleges and universities
nationwide for the massive
exercise, known as the Leader
Development and Assessment
Course.
Also known as Operation
Warrior Forge,the training exercise is comprised of activities
combined to build and test
cadets' confidence, technical
skills, physical agility and
endurance, and leadership capability. The exercise will include
and
M-16 familiarization
marksmanship, land navigation,
confidence training, water survival, hand-to-hand combat.
security operations, first aid.
field leader's reaction course.
and various individual and
group tactical training venues.
Cadets also spend about 10
days in field conditions
responding to training situations
devised by U.S. Army soldiers
with recent experience in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
"Our job every day in ROTC
is to ensure that the young
people entering Army service
have the very best training,"
said Col. Steve Corbett, commander of Operation Warrior
Forge at Fort Lewis. 'Warrior
Forge is made up of 5,000
dedicated professional Soldiers
and civilians all working hard
to ensure that the military science students who will become
new Army lieutenants are ready
to lead America's most precioofense resource - Soldiers."

The sixth annual Tennessee Valley Authority/Land Between the Lakes reunion will
be Saturday, June 3, at 4 p.m. at the Fenton Pavilion in LBL, near the Kentucky
Lake bridge.
A potluck supper will be served around
5 p.m. Paper goods, plastic ware and drinks
will be furnished. Those attending are asked
to bring lawn chairs, some of their favorite
foods to share, and pictures and stories.
Jo's
This reunion is for nay person who has
worked for TVA/LBL. For more inforever
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen mation call Barbara Futrell at 1-2370-522Community (0;51. e-mail at bjfutrell@netzero.net, or Harriet Clark at 1-270-522-7798.
Editor

Trinity Center will show film
Trinity Christian Center, North 18th and Calloway Streets,
Murray, will show the film, "A Passion of the Christ," on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. The public is invited.

Lions Club plans special meet
Photo provided
MMS STUDENT COUNCIL: Several students at Murray Middle School chose to run for
Student Council for the 2006-07 school year. After the speeches. students were given a ballot to vote for the candidate of their choice. Officers, elected from left, are Meg MacKenste,
secretary, Alex Bloodworth. president, Lauren Bierbaum, sergeant at arms, and Brandon
Kipphut, treasurer. Not pictured is Meg Hudson, vice president.

Need Line
Golf Tourney
at MCC
will be June 2
The 2006 Need Line Golf
Tournament will be June 2 at
the Murray Country Club. This
is a four person scramble with
a shot gun start for $50 per
person tax deductible donation.
Businesses may sponsor a tee
box for a $50 tax deductible
donation.
Trophies will be given to
team members of the first and
second place teams, according
to Matt Garrison and Joe Dick,
co-chairs of the event. A free
lunch will be served at noon.
For more information contact Garrison at 762-0414 or
Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line, at 753-6333
or visit the new Need Line
building at 639 South ,Fourth
St., Murray.

Couslotiews
Murray student wins recognition
CARBONDALE, Ill. -William Michael Garvin has
'been named to the lionors list
for the spring semester at Southern Illinois University.
Garvin, a junior from Mur-

ray, Ky., had a cumulative
grade-point average of at least
3.5 on a 4.0 scale for all
coursework.
,
He is the son of Terry and
Becky Garvin of Murray.
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Alzheimer's Group will meet
' Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale,
L.S.W., at 762-1108 or Alzheimer 24 hour Helpline at 1-800272-3900.

Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

U10 Girls schedule tryouts
U10 Girls Competitive Soccer Tryouts for 8 or 9 year-old
girls by Aug. I will be today and Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at
the Bee Creek Soccer Complex. For information contact Jeff
Sparks at 753-8887 or -759-9974.

East Council plans meeting

Extreme Makeover:
Nursery Edition

' East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting today at 5 p.m. at the
school. All interested persons are invited, according to Fred
Ashby, principal.

Tum a morn that's .
bare into one *Mt dairl

School of Dance program tonight
Sandra's School of Dance will present :Planes, Trains &
Automobiles!" tonight at 7 p.m. at Murray State University
auditorium. There is no admission charge and the public is
invited.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Photo provided
COVER FEATURE: Adelaide Elizabeth English is featured
on the cover of Parents Magazine (Baton Rouge) for the
Spring/Summer edition. She is the nine months old daughter of Ben and Alyson McNutt English of Baton Rouge,Ala.;
granddaughter of Ron and Debby McNutt of Murray, Ky.;
and great-granddaughter of Ann Jackson of Paducah. Her
mother, Alyson, is a feature writer for Parents Magazine.

Chris Hunter. Nature Station
Interpreter. "During this weekend celebration, discover river
wildlife, experience fun outdoor adventures, and explore
how rivers have shaped people's lives."
River Days at the Nature
Station steps back into the world
of Tom Sawyer and his adventures growing up along the river.
The Homeplace will show the
importance of rivers to the 19th
century farm.
River Days weekend begins
on Friday and continues through
Monday with activities and
events for all ages. The following is complete list'of River
Days activities.
Friday from 530 to 8:30
p.m_ Marsh Sunset Canoe Trip
Energy Lake
Saturday - 10 a.m. to noon.
Fish Fry, and I to 3 p.m.. Fish
Tales, at Horneplace; II a.m..
Build a Hideout. 1 p.m.. Make

/

hut liazi.Libuted
tflAitlat C0142.1eA
Nikki Lamb & Ben Cossey
Michelle Underwood &
Joshua Hendrickson
Kimberly Bryant &
Sean Haverstock
Lindy Van Sickle & Doug Jack
k Russ Maloney & Holly Webb
Monica Griffin &
Daniel Spicelaiad
Ruth Oehlett & Rance Wilson
Anti James & Craig Heithoft

a Cane Fishing Pole, 2 to 4
p.m., Cast Away Fishing Games,
and 6 to 8:30 p.m., Sunset
Canoe Trip, all. at Nature Station.
Sunday - 7 to 9:30 a.m.,
Early Morning Canoe Trip. II
a.m., "Don't Touch That Toad
and other Tall Tales, I p.m.,
Treasure Hunt Hike,2 p.m., Life
on the River, 2 to 3:30 p.m.,
Float your Boat;, and 7 to 9
p.m., "Let's Sneak Out! Night
Hike," all at Nature Station.
Monday - 11 a.m... Cookin'
Over the Fire, and lp.m., River
Critters Big & Small, both at
Nature Station.: 2 p.m., Waterworks at Homeplace.
Some events require reservations and fees. For more
.details or to make reservations.
call 270-924-2020 weekdays,
8 a.m. to 4:30 pm.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with
"Friends of Lel..." to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
to
Visitors are encouraged
reVieiv www.lbl.org each season, and throughout the season, for our Calendar of Events
and updates on programs and
policies.

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problent of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will: meet tonight
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex- of.Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
FOr information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings and blood pressure and pulse
checks Wednesday from 9 to Ir. a.m. at Wingo Town Square
and from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Buiton s Gas Station at Lynnville.

Golf Tournament planned
Ladies of the Murray Country Club will have their annual
Hart Memorial 2-Lady Golf Scramble on Wednesday, June 7
at the club.• A shotgun start will be at 9 a.m. The entry fee
is $60 per team and carts are $20 per team and must be
included with entry. Door prizes All be given and lunch will
be served. Openings are still available and may be made by
mailing them to Linda Burgess, 1406 Garland Ct., Murray, KY
42071 or call 753-4470.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line is now located at its new building at 638 South
Fourth St., Murray. Items needed to fill the baskets for clients
include pantry items of dry beans, spinach, spaghetti sauce,
spaghetti, canned meat, tomatoes, pork and beans, turnip greens
and peanut butter; personal hygiene and cleaning supplies
include shampoo, bath tissue,'dish liquid and deodorant for
men and women; cooler/freezer include bread and eggs. For
information call 753-6333.

MHS Class planning reunion
Murray High School Class of 1996 has planned a 10-year
reunion on Aug. 19. Class members or parents of class mem1-615.7556-6714 and
bers are asked to 'call Chaz Villanova
give him addresses to mail the - plans to them.

CCHS Class of 1996 plans event
Calloway County High SChool Class of 1996 will have its
10-year class reunion on June 17 from 7 p.m. to midnight at
the Murray Country Club. For contact or to leave your mailing address for invitations, contact Kili Carson Hanes at 270762-7374 ext. 139 or khanes e7,calloway.k12.1cy.us.
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Murray Lions Club will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House. An officer from each of the
four law enforcement agencies that serve the people in Calloway County as "Peace Officer of the Year." The award is
presented for service above and beyond the regular duties the
officers perform.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet

'River Days' offers a Memorial Day weekend packed full of activities
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FEA summer camps scheduled

GREG TRAVIStedger & Times

s kindergarten class at Murray
MOTHER'S DAY CELEBRATION: Students in Taneha Scott'
with their mothers in celebration of
Elementary School enjoyed a Thursday morning breakfast
was a way of letting the students
the Mother's Day holiday on Sunday. Scott said the event
listen to an announcement on the
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mothe
nonor their mothers. Pictured above, students and
m.
school's closed circuit television syste
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are interested in becoming Higgins,(502) 597-5919; phig- elation for educators.
teachers can attend one of seven gins@gwmail.kysu.edu.
Kentucky has nearly 200 FEA
Educators chapters. Approximately 150 of
Future
The
camps scheduled at universities
across the state this summer.
Association is an international those are chartered chapters. the
The 2006 Future Educators of program for middle and high
highest of any state in'the U.S.
America(FEA)Summer Camps school students interested in
red chapters'are those
Charte
are designed for FEA club exploring careers in education.
for outstanding
members, prospective members FEA is headquartered in recognized
hout the year.
throug
ies
or any student who might enter Bloomington, Ind., and is an ini- activit
sion.
the teaching profes
Participants will attend sessions about careers in teaching,
hear presentations about the
profession and engage in social
activities such as field trips, talent shows and swimming,
according to a press release
from the Kentucky Department
of Education.
There are no fees for participants to attend the camps,
which are funded through grants
providea by the Kentucky
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MHS announces 2007
schedule pick-up times
All 2007 MHS students
should attend the designated
schedule pick-up and fee payment times, according to a
school spokesperson. Students
may pick up their class schedules at that time and may pay
school fees and purchase park
ing permits.
Students must attend on their
assigned day or the makeup day
from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m or 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m., it was reported.
The classes and days are as
follows: Seniors - July 24;
Juniors - July 25: Sophomores July 26; Freshmen - July 27;
The Makeup Day is July 28.
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Afghans bury airstrike victims
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan
(AP) — Angry villagers dug
graves to bury dozens of suspected militants and civilians
killed in one of the deadliest
U.S. airstrikes since the
American-led invasion in 2001.
Another 19 people were killed in
new violence.
Taliban fighters ambushed a
police patrol in southern
Afghanistan, killing three police
but leaving 12 militants dead,
officials said. Also today, three
health workers and their driver
were killed by a land mine near
the capital.
The deaths brought to 305 the
number of people killed in fighting during the last week. Most
of the dead were militants. It's
the deadliest spate of fighting in
four years and comes ahead of
preparations for the U.S.-led
coalition to hand over security
southern
in
operations
Afghanistan to NATO by July.
The coalition said 20 Taliban
were confirmed killed in the
airstrike on the village of Azizi
in Kandahar province late
Sunday or early Monday, while
up to 60 more may have died.
Local officials said 17 civilians also were killed, but one
villager, Haji lichlaf, told The
Associated Press that 26 civilAP

A police commando supervises the removal of the wreck of
the vehicle in which a car bomb exploded killing five Iraqis,
two police commandos and three civilians in the New
Baghdad area of eastern Baghdad, Iraq, today.

Violence follows
Iraqi, British P.M.
announcements
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Taliban rebels
killed in U.S -led
air raid
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into" reports of civilian deaths.
Other coalition officials said
they were confident they had hit
a Taliban compound.
Today's ambush against
police occurred in Helmand, a
province neighboring Kandahar
and heartland of the country's
multibillion dollar heroin trade.
Muhiddin, the
Ghulam
provincial administrator, said
dozens of Taliban fled after the
attack, leaving the bodies of 12
fighters behind. Police reinforcements were rushed to the
area and also found several
assault rifles, machine guns and
rocket launchers.
The medical workers were
killed Monday about 25 miles
west of Kabul on a busy road
often frequented by foreigners,
said Bashar Gul, a local deputy
police chief.

The blast killed a doctoi. ty.0
nurses and their driver, he said.
The four worked for the local
Afghan Health Development
Services.
Militants have repeatedly targeted aid workers, including
doctors and teachers. Last
month, gunmen stormed a medical clinic in a northwestern
province and killed five doctors
and nurses.
The Taliban opposes the
presence of the development
workers because they believe
they bolster the U.S.-backed
government of President Harald
Karzai.
Militant supporters of the former regime have stepped up
attacks this year, drawing a
tough response from coalition
and Afghan government forces.
The coalition airstrike on
Azizi was the third clash there in
a week. U.S. Air Force A-10
Warthog warplanes bombed an
Islamic school, or madrassa,
where the militants were suspected of hiding, before hitting
surrounding homes as the insurgents took shelter.
UP to 27 militants were killed
in a ground battle and airstrike
in the same area Thursday.

U.N.: Darfur conflict reaches new level of violence
"In many cases, people fled
GENEVA (AP) — The conflict in Sudan's embattled violence only to arrive at a place
Darfur region has reached a new where they were subjected to
level of violence, both in inten- more violence and again had to
sity and frequency, according to flee."
The report, which reviewed
a U.N. report released today.
Sudan's government is the situation in the whole of
falling far short of its human Sudan between December and
rights commitments and is fail- April, said that those responsible
ing to protect civilians from for human rights abuses must be
attacks. including sexual vio- held accountable, regardless of
lence, said the report by the where and when the crimes took
office of the U.N. High place, or who committed them.
"In Darfur, the government
Commissioner for Human
rebels should immediately
and
Rights.
"As a result of the fighting. respect the governing cease-fire
Darfur's civilian population suf- agreement," the report said.
indiscriminate "The government should also
fered from
attacks, loss of property. and disarm the militia and protect
massive displacement," said the the physical security of all
Darfurians by putting in place a
report.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) -- insurgents to discuss their future
Gunmen opened fire on Iraqi roles with the Americans and
laborers and ironsmiths travel- British.
While he maintained that
ing to work north of Baghdad
today, killing seven people and Iraqis have a legitimate right to
resist coalition occupation, he
wounding eight, police said.
The attacks came a day after also said insurgents, most of
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki whom are believed to be Sunnis,
and visiting British Prime shculd consider talking to the
1Migister Tony Blair amipuwed AeltitiOr and British since
itu.Iraqi security foaserwileld thififtartsereal signs" those
start assuming full responsibility nationsaPparently are considerfor some provinces and cities ing eventually withdrawing their
next month, leading to the even- forces.
"Such signals are enough to
tual withdrawal of all coalition
sit down and discuss the. Ways
forces.
The leaders said "responsibil- for withdrawing these forces
ity for much of Iraq's territorial and what the role of the national
security should have been trans- resistance would be after restorferred to Iraqi control" by ing the sovereignty," al-Hashimi
December. At that point, al- said on Baghdad TV, which is
Maliki said, two of Iraq's most owned by his Iraqi Islamic
violent provinces. Baghdad and Party.
However, handing over secuAnbar, may be the last where
coalition forces maintain con- rity responsibilities to the Iraqis
does not necessarily mean that
trol. .
significant numbers of U.S.-led
of
north
But today's violence
Baghdad showed that goal may forces will start returning home
soon. Instead, plans call for
not be easy to achieve.
Gunmen riding in a car shot them to move from cities to
and killed four ironsmiths and large coalition bases as part of
wounded one as they were rid- an intermediate stage — where
ing in a pickup truck to work in they will be on call if the Iraqis
Mosul. capital of Ninevah need them.
In another development.
province. said police Brig.
announced Monday the
Jordan
Abdul-Hamid Khalaf.
Earlier, a drive-by shooting arrest of an unidentified alkilled three Iraqi day laborers Qaida in Iraq official who
and wounded four as they rode allegedly had participated in
in a minibus to work at a farm kidnappings and killings and
near Baqouba, 35 miles north- robbed commercial trucks driving between Jordan and Iraq.
east of Baghdad.
The suspect was an Arab,
Police said the casualties, all
majority Shiites. appeared to be most likely from Iraq. where he
the latest victims of sectarian was arrested, said Jordanian
attacks by minority Sunni Arabs security officials said on condition of anonymity because they
in Diyala province.
On Monday, al-Maliki was were not authorized to speak to
asked whether the surge in sec- the media. In Baghdad. Lt. Col.
tarian violence in Iraq. which Ali Rashid said Iraq's Interior
has prompted thousands of Ministry had no information
Iraqis to flee their homes, con- about the arrest and was not
involved in the operation.
stitutes civil war.
In other violence today:
"There are rebellious eleMI A car bomb exploded in
ments. There are gangs killing
people. There are gangs that New Baghdad, an eastern part of
have used arms for political the capital. killing five Iraqis —
blackmailing or to achieve goals two police commandos and
that have political dimensions." three civilians. The attack also
he said. "But those groups have wounded eight Iraqis.
•A high school teacher v,
failed to ignite a civil war."
Iraq's Sunni Arab vice presi- killed in a drive-by shooting on
dent. Tariq al-Hashimi, mean- his way to work near Kirkuk.
II Gunmen killed a cigarette
while, said the gradual assumption of security duties by Iraqi vendor in a drive-by shooting in
forces is a good opportunity for the capital.

Accepting New Patients

ians had been buried today.
"We've buried women.
We've buried children," Ilchlaf,
40, said by cell phone from the
area, which has been closed off
to reporters by local security
forces. "They are killing us. We
are so angry."
President Hamid Karzai
ordered an investigation into
U.S. airstrikes on a village that
killed at least 16 civilians and
asked to meet with the U.S.
commander of forces in
Afghanistan, his office said
today.
Karzai expressed "concern at
the coalition forces' decision to
bomb civilian areas" but also
strongly condemned the "terrorists' act of cowardice" to use
civilians as human shields.
A statement from Karzai's
office said the bombing of the
village of Azizi in Kandahar
province late Sunday and early
Monday killed 16 civilians,
although local officials say 17
died. The U.S.-led coalition said
up to 80 militants were killed in
the strike.
Villagers also dug graves of
slain Taliban rebels, he said.
U.S. commander Lt. Gen.
Karl W. Eikenberry told The
Associated Press on Monday
that the military was "looking

credible, capable and professional police force and judiciary."
Fighting in Darfur has not
abated since a May 5 deal to end
the conflict. The fighting, which
has left more than 180,000 dead
and 2.5 million displaced in the
arid western region, began when
Darfur's African ethnic groups
rose in revolt in early 2003, proyoking a counterinsurgency in
which pro-government militia
conducted widespread killings
and destruction.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan. in a separate report
released this week, accused
Sudan's government of violating
international humanitarian law
by barring fuel, food and relief

aid to civilians in Darfur.
"Particularly alarming is that
the government reverted to
using helicopter gunships on
various occasions," the U.N.
human rights report said. "In
attacks by militia where there
was no clear government
involvement, the government
repeatedly failed in its obligations under international law to
prevent them."
The report also said that isolated incidents of civilians being
killed, physically abused, sexually assaulted and harassed by
daily.
continued
militia
Humanitarian access also deteriorated because of insecurity and
blockades on civilian populations.
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SPORTS

SAN FRANCISCO 9,
ST. LOUIS 2

FOURTH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
CALLOWAY 10, CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP SCHOOL 0

Up Next: A Championship?
LAKERS MAKE
SHORT WORK OF EAGLES

BONDS, PUJOLS CONTAINED

AS GIANTS DUMP CARDINALS

scorr

NANNEY
By
Sports Editor
2006 has been a milestone season for the Calloway County
High School baseball team.
But there's one milestone that has eluded head coach Steve
Smith and his Lakers — a championship.
That's what the CCHS skipper and his charges hope to accomplish during today's Fourth District Tournament title contest against
Marshall County after a 10-0 white-washing of Christian Fellowship• in their tournament opener Monday night at Laker Field.
"I've talked to the guys about it a lot, and I've said all along,
'Let's do something different this year,— Smith said after watching the Lakers dispatch the Eagles for a berth in next week's
First Region Tournament at Paducah's Brooks Stadium. "We really haven't talked about getting to the region tournament. Our
focus is on trying to get a district championship. That's something we haven't done is win a championship."
Calloway (27-6-1) moved a step closer to that goal by dispatching the Eagles in five innings for the third time this season.
On Monday, the Lakers' success against CFS didn't come quite
as quickly as it did earlier in the season. CCHS scored early and
often in a pair of 13-0 and 32-0 drubbings on April 25, but needed a couple of innings yesterday to get its offense untracked
against Eagles' left-hander Clay Bryan.
Colby Starks gave Calloway an early lead with an RBI single
in the bottom of the first inning, but the game remained 1-0 until
the Lakers' impatient bats slowed down in the third.
After seeing a few more pitches from Bryan. the CCHS hit•See LAKERS, 2B

Cards' bullpen
doesn't hold
up in Bay

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

from
Calloway County's Colby Starks connects on this pitch
Fourth
s
Monday'
during
Bryan
Clay
der
Christian Fellowship left-han
d
District Tournament opener at Laker Field. The Lakers advance
to next week's First Region Tournament with a 10-0 victory over
the Eagles.

MARSHALL COUNTY 8, MURRAY 4

Murray's youth
is served
against Marshall

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Barry Bonds
is starting to get his groove back with base
hits and good at-bats — exactly what manager Felipe Alou wants to see from his slugger.
The home runs, Alou insists, will follow.
Neither Bonds nor his Cardinals counterpart. Albert Pujols, hit one out of the ballpark in their first meeting of the year. It was
5-foot-9, 175-pound Omar Vizquel who homered with a two-run shot in the San Francisco Giants' 9-2 victory over St. Louis on Monday night.
It was Vizquel's first home run in two seasons playing in San Francisco's waterfront
ballpark, a span of 345 at-bats and the longest
stretch for any player.
Bonds went 1-for-3 with an RBI and Jamey
Wright won his third straight start, holding Pujols
without a homer after he'd connected in - three
straight games.
Pujols, Bonds, Vizquel? Sounds a little
strange.
"That's right. Same group, same order,"
Vizquel, 5-foot-9 and 175 pounds, said with
a grin. "I was expecting a fastball. I got it
and I hit it well. Finally. I'm not a guy who
hits home runs. I have to celebrate and I can
talk some trash in the dugout and make fun
of the other guys."
Bonds, as thrilled to be back home as his
fans were to see him, remained at 714 home
runs, one shy of moving past Babe Ruth and
into sole possession of second place on the
career list.
•See CARDS, 2B

MISTAKES PLAGUE TIGERS IN
DISTRICT OPENER WITH MARSHALS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
the
Youthful mistakes have plagued the Murray High Tigers for
season.
better part of the 2006
And those miscues reared their ugly heads again during the Tigers'
Fourth District Tournament opener against Marshall County on Monday night.
Errors, walks and base-running blunders all played a part in Murray's season-ending 8-4 loss to the Marshals at Calloway County's
Laker Field.
"Things didn't start out well, and we dug ourselves a hole." said
we
MHS head coach Cary Miller. "We didn't fold our tents, but
coua
made
we
and
ties
opportuni
our
of
e
just didn't take advantag
can't
ple of errors. For us to win, we can't (issue) walks and we
commit errors."
The top of the first inning set an ominous tone for the Tigers.
Things started well enough, as Tanner Richerson reached on a
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times leadoff single to left field. But Aaron Sweeney's attempt to lay
s
down a sacrifice bunt went awry. The ball popped off Sweeney'
Murray High hitter Aaron Sweeney pops up a bunt during
to
eager
n,
Richerso
Bailey.
action
Daniel
ent
pitcher
Tournam
bat and into the glove of
the first inning of Monday's Fourth District
at Laker Field. Sweeney and the Tigers were eliminated from
•See TIGERS, 2B
postseason play in an 8-4 loss to rival Marshall County.

LADY LAKERS 10, LADY TIGERS 0

rs
ializes on erro
Calloway capt
ICT TITLE GAME WITH MARSHALL COUNTY
SETS UP FOURTH DISTR

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
To err is human, but to error
in softball is just downright dangerous.
Five Lady Tiger errors proved
to be the downfall of Murray
High, as rival Calloway County
capitalized at the plate with 12
hits in a 10-0 shutout Monday
in the first round of the Fourth
District Tournament at Murray
High School.
The Lady Laker win sets up
tonight's championship against
Marshall County, beginning at 6
p.m. at MHS.
Calloway is 0-2 against the Lady
Marshals this season, and have
done so by scoring less than one
run. So Lady Laker coach James
Pigg was ecstatic with what he
saw Monday against Murray.
"We finally got hits when we
needed to and didn't leave anyone on base," Pigg said. "We
should be up for this one. It'll
come down to us being able to
score.

"The last two games (against
Marshall), they weren't very highscoring games and we weren't
able to put anymore than one run

on the board. We're going to have
to score some runs to beat them."
Yesterday. Calloway scored one
run each in the second and fourth
innings and followed both with
big innings. In both the bottom
of the third and the fifth, the
Lady takers plated four runs to
force the 10-run rule.
Chelsea Morris, who finished
4-for-4 at the dish with an RBI,
knows that this is the time of
the season when the Lady Lakers turn on that switch.
"We knew coming into today
that we were going to have to
hit," the senior said. "We worked
on hitting all day Yesterday and
today. That's going to be the key
to us winning a lot of ballgames."
Up 6-0 in the bottom of the
fifth, Calloway went to work with
leadoff singles by Toree Rogers
and Kaysin Hutching.
Brittany Fox reached base on
a fielder's choice to load the
bases. Megan Newberry then
walked to score Rose. Morris followed with a single to center to
score Hutching, moving Fox to
third base.
Meagan Starks then lined out
for the second out, but Traci Rose

reached on a fielder's choice to
score Fox. Kayla Cunningham's fly
ball to right field was misplayed
by Caitlin Harrington, allowing
both Brittnie Dietz(who was pinch-

running for Newberry') and Morris to score.
Murray coach Brent Lovett. who
II See ERRORS,2B

AP

Mark Mulder stands on the mound as
San Francisco's Randy Winn, left, runs
toward the dugout after scoring on Pedro
Feliz's groundout in the fifth inning Monday night.

DALLAS 119,
SAN ANTONIO 111 OT

Mavericks do Texas
two-step around
defending champs
SAN ANTONIO IAF) --- It would be hard
to believe the Dallas Mavericks have much
left after a tough seven-game series against
the defending champion San Antonio Spurs.
As great as that series was, with its nailbiting games. two overtimes, a punch below
the belt and an owner who cursed an opposing player. the Mavericks have to get ready
for their next- opponent: they Phoenix Suns.
Behind 37 points and some late-game heroics on both ends of the court from Dirk Nowitzki. the Mavericks advanced to the Western
Conference finals by beating the Spurs 119I I 1 in overtime Monday night.
"This has been an amazing series," Nowitzki said. "We believed it was our time to
win this."
It nearly wasn't. Like so many times before,
the Mavericks almost let this one get away.
They had lost the season-long battle for homecourt advantage, squandered a 3-1 series lead
and watched a 20-point lead in Game 7
up.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County players Traci Rose (11), Samantha Butts (15)
High Monand Toree Rogers (43) react after beating Murray
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the
off
walks
Tiger third baseman Leah Dieleman

The Spurs' home crowd was rocking when
Manu Ginobili swished a 3-pointer from the
left wing that gave San Antonio a 104-101
lead with 32 seconds left.
Then Nowitzki slashed to the basket for
the tying layup and free throw. He followed
that with a game-saving block of Tim Duncan at the other end.
Five minutes later, the Mavericks had
outscored the Spurs 15-7 in overtime. San
Antonio was done and the Mavericks were
moving on to the next series.
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Barbaro off to good start on road to recovery
KENNETT SQUARE, Pa.
(AP)- Barbaro was just about
perfect on the racetrack, and
so far the Kentucky Derby winner has been behaving perfectly as a patient.
"He looked pretty bright,
you can't ask for anything
more,"
Barbaro's
trainer
• Michael Matz said.
Barbaro was on his feet Monday in his stall, and that's a

good sign a day after surgeons
spent more than five hours pinning together the leg bones he
shattered in the Preakness
Stakes on Saturday.
"He's doing all the things
a horse should do, including
eating and nickering at the
mares near him," Dr. Dean
Richardson said.
Richardson and a team of
assistants performed the sur-

•Tigers
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reach second base safely, was
then doubled off first.
"That should be the safest
play there is, but it was just
a mistake by some young kids,"
said Miller. "But that didn't
cost us the game. We had plenty of opportunities after that."
Things got worse for the
Tigers in the bottom half of
the frame, as the Marshals sent
10 hitters to the plate, scoring
five runs on two hits, three
walks and two Murray errors.
Andy Blevins got things
started for Marshall with a bloop
single down the right field line.
After Blevins stole second base,
Tyler O'Daniel reached on a
throwing error, giving the Marshals runners at the corners
with no outs.
Derek Vaughn's grounder to
second base pushed across the
first MCHS run. Later in the
frame, a Quentin Riley bunt
was fielded by Murray pitcher Bradley Cobb, who tried to
get O'Daniel out at the plate,
but his errant toss to Richerson allowed the run to score
for a 2-0 Marshall edge.
A bases-loaded walk to designated hitter Tyler Johnson
and Bailey's two-run double
chased Cobb from the game
after just two-thirds of an inning
of Work. ,
Senior reliever Hugh Rollins
came On to restore order, but
it was too little too late for
the Tigers, who trailed 5-0.
Marshall (16-12) added to
its total in the second, as backto-back doubles by Vaughn and
Faughn pushed across the Marshals' sixth run of the game.
Vaughn finished the night 3for-4 at the plate with a pair
of RBIs. while Faughn also

knocked in two runs with on
a 2-for-3 effort.
Murray finally dented the
scoreboard in the top of the
fourth, when Rollins smacked
a line drive single to left and
later scored on Adam Heskett's
two-run homer over the fence
in right field.
After an RBI single by
Vaughn in the bottom of the
fourth, the Tigers mounted one
last push in the sixth, scoring
twice on one hit and one Marshall error.
Sweeney got things started
for Murray with a leadoff single. After Bailey was lifted in
favor of Sam Toby, Rollins
grounded harmlessly to first
base. But Vaughn's throw to second sailed into left field, as
both runners were safe.
Consecutive walks to Heskett and Cobb plated the Tigers'
third run, and Aaron Wilson's
grounder to short cut the Marshall lead to 7-4.
But the Marshals added an
exclamation mark in the sixth,
when Vaughn smashed a leadoff double to deep center field
and then scored on a Faughn
single to produce the final margin.
Despite the loss, Miller
applauded the efforts of his
youthful squad, which lost five
of six in mid-April but rebounded to win 10 of 12 games
from April 27 to May 16 before
a 7-6 loss to Graves County
in its regular-season finale last
week. The Tigers finished the
campaign with a 17-14 mark.
"We had a lot of young
players this year, and we expected an awful lot from them,"
Miller claimed. "For a group
as young as we had to win
17 games was a pretty good
accomplishment."

gery at the George D. Widen- - the stricken Barbaro can
er Hospital for Large Animals do.
"It's going as well as expectat the University of Pennsylvania's New Bolton Center.
ed," said Dr. Corinne Sweeney,
The strapping 3-year-old colt the executive hospital director
seems to be adjusting well to "He is standing on the leg,
his new life as a rehab patient. and with the appropriate amount
With a fiberglass cast on his of weight on it."
Despite the good initial
right hind leg and a staff of
veterinarians keeping a 24-hour reports, doctors have guardedwatch, standing around is the ly given Barbaro a 50-50 chance
best thing - the only thing for survival.

Phoenix Suns set
on Clippers' season
PHOENIX (AP) - A different team from Los Angeles,
same result.
For the second time in 16
days, the Phoenix Suns routed
a squad from the City of Angels
in a deciding Game 7, burying the Los Angeles Clippers
with an avalanche of 3-pointers Monday night.
With Steve Nash back in
MVP form - 29 points and
11 assists - the Suns beat the
Clippers 127-107 to advance
to the Western Conference finals
for the second year in a row.
Game 1 is Wednesday night
in Dallas.
"We are a resilient team,"
Nash said. "We have come
through a lot this year with
injuries and lack of size whatever you want to talk about.
We have overcome a lot and
we have turned out to be a
really good team."
Nash, 2-for-I8 on 3s in the
previous five games as he struggled with a chronically bad
back, was obviously feeling

better after three days of rest
and treatment.
"With the help of our training staff, I was able to overcome some physical problems
I've had and I did feel a lot
better tonight," Nash said.
Nash was 4-of-5 on 3s.
"When he made that first
3-pointer," the Clippers' Corey
Maggette said, "I knew we
were in for a long night."
Nash made 11 of 16 shots,
twisting his way to layups and
moving with much more energy than in recent games.
So was the rest of his team.
Seven players were in double figures for the Suns, who
shot 60 percent overall and
made 15 of 27 3-pointers.
Shawn Marion had 30 points
- including 5-of-9 3s.
"Everybody was stepping up
tonight. Everybody was knocking down shots," Marion said.
"I don't care. I could have had
five points and if we win,
that's all that matters."

•Errors
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already was short-handed after
learning over the weekend that
starting pitcher Haley Thomason had developed mononucleosis, gave the go-ahead to
eighth-grader Chelcie Winchester. But the errors just compounded the problems.
"In a game like this, errors
came for us at a very inopportune time," Lovett said.
"When they've already got a
runner on. it extends an inning.
It gives them a run here and
there. Normally this season, we
haven't been the team that's

going to be up seven or eight
runs on the board."
Senior Megan Snow, a sixyear starter for the Lady Tigers,
did not envision her season
ending the way it did. But she
also noted that errors came
back to haunt the Lady Tigers.
"We just made a lot of mistakes that easily could have been
outs. We didn't execute well.
and Calloway exposed that and
took advantage of it," she said.
"Our hitting was off tonight.
We couldn't come through with
one when we really needed it.
Calloway is a good team, and
you can't overlook that."

SportsBriefs
•The 2006 Murray Tiger Youth Football Camps will be held June 1213 and June 14-15 at the Murray High practice field.
On June 12, registration will be held at 8:30 a.m. for the first two-day
session. Registration for the second two-day session will be on June 14
at 8:30 a.m. All registration is walk-up.
The June 12-13 session of the camp is for students entenng grades
K-3 in the fall. The June 14-15 session is for those students entenng
grades 4-8.
The camp will run from 9 a.m. to noon each day. The cost is $20
per camper. which will include a t-shir1. Water will be provided, and football cleats are recommended. For more information, contact MHS head
coach
Lee
Edwards
at
753-5202 or
by
e-mail
at
lee.edwards m u rray.kyschools.us.

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

•Lakers
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ters made the necessary adjustments. And the results were
drastic. The suddenly more
patient Lakers sent 12 hitters
to the plate in the third, plating nine runs on four hits while
taking advantage of three walks
and two CFS errors.
Pete Thackston delivered the
big blow of the frame in the
form of a three-run home run.
Josh Reynolds smacked a tworun single and Tyler Brockman and Austin McCuiston
both added RBI hits as the
Lakers opened a 10-0 lead.
"The biggest thing for us
was pitch selection," recalled
Smith. "Bryan does a good job
out there, but we were just going
after some bad pitches. We just
became a little more selective
and started drawing some walks.
When we did that, we got bet-
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ter swings. That's when we
started hitting the ball."
The 10-run bulge was more
than enough for starter Wes
Adams, who allowed just one
hit - a fourth-inning single
by Kyle Forte - while striking out seven and walking two
in five innings of work.
McCuiston paced the Lakers' seven-hit attack with a 2for-3 effort at the plate, including his RBI single in the third.
Bryan took the loss for CFS,
allowing 10 runs on seven hits
while striking out three and
walking six in three innings.
Calloway and Marshall an 8-4 winner over Murray High
in Monday's late game - will
face off for the district crown
today at 7:30 p.m. at CCHS.
The contest will mark the second straight year the two have
met in the district championship game.
The Marshals(16-12) defeated the Lakers 4-1 in last season's finals.
"Obviously, there's not a lot
of pressure on either team now
because we're both going to
the region tournament," Smith
noted. "But we want to win a
championship, and we'd like
the opportunity to play a district runner-up(in the first round
of the region tournament)."

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
26 17 605
NeV4 York
3
Philadelphia
23 20.535
4
23 22.511
Atlanta
11
Washington
16 29.356
14
12 31.279
Florida
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
29 16.644
St. Louis
3
Cincinnati
26 19 578
4
25 20.556
Houston
6
Milwaukee
23 22,511
18 26.40910 1/2
Chicago
15
14 31.311
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct GB
25 19.568
Arizona
25 20 556 1/2
Colorado
25 20.558 1/2
Los Angeles
24 21.533 ( 1/2
San Francisco
23 22.511 21/2
San Diego

Sunday's Games
Detroit 1, Cincinnati 0
Cleveland 3, Pittsburgh 2. 10 innings
Washington 3, Baltimore 1
Tampa Bay 3, Florida 0
Philadelphia 10, Boston 5
Houston 5, Texas 0
Milwaukee 5. Minnesota 3
Chicago Cubs 7. Chicago White Sox 4
St Louis 10, Kansas City 3
Colorado 5. Toronto 3
Seattle 10, San Diego 8
San Francisco 6, Oakland 0
L.A Dodgers 7, 1 A Angels 0
Atlanta 2, Anzona 1
N Y Mets 4, N V Yankees 3
Monday's Games
Florida 9, Chicago Cubs 1
Houston 10, Washington 3
Cincinnati 15, Milwaukee 5
Arizona 4, Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 3. San Diego 1
LA. Dodgers 6, Colorado 1
San Francisco 9, St Louis 2
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Wood 0-1) at Florida
(Olsen 2-3), 6:05 pill
Houston (Move 1-2) at Washington
(Ortiz 1-4)605 p.m.
Philadelphia (Floyd 4-2) at N.Y. Mists
(Tracheal 2-41, 8:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Eveland 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Ramirez 1-3). 610 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Santos 14) at Arizona
(Vargas 4-2), 8.40 p.m.
Atlanta (Sosa 1-5) at San Diego
IThompson 1-0), 905 P.M
C0104SCIO (Jennings 2-4) at LA.
Dodgers (Penny 4-1), 9:10 p.m.
St Louis (Marquis 5-4) at San
Francisco Morns 3-4), 9:15 p.m.
Wednesday's Gamma
Chicago Cubs (Maddux 5-3) at Ronda
(Moehler 1-4), 12:06 p.m.
St Louis (Carpenter 4-2) at San
Francisco (Lowry 1-1), 2:35 p m
Pittsburgh (Duke 2-6) at Arizona
(Batista 3-2), 5:40 p.m.
Houston (Oswalt 5-3) at Washington
(O'Connor 2-2), 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (llamas0
-01st N.Y. Mists
(Gonzalez 0-0), 6:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Davis 2-3) at Cincinnati
(Claussen 3-4), 6:10 p.m.
Atlanta (Thomson 1-3) at San Diego
(Young 3-2). 9:05 p.m.
Colorado (Cook 5-3) at L.A. Dodgers
(Sole 2-0). 910 p.m.

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
26 16.619
Boston
24
19.558
2 1/2
New York
24 20.545
3
Toronto
20 25.444 7 1/2
Baltimore
20 2544-4 7 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
30 14.682
Detroit
29 15.659
1
Chicago
22 22.500
8
Cleveland
19 25.432
11
Minnesota
19
10 32.238
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
23 21.523
Texas
22 22.500
1
Oakland
21 25.457
3
Seattle
17
28.378
6
1/2
Los Angeles

Sunday's Games
Detroit 1. Cincinnati 0
Cleveland 3. Pittsburgh 2, 10 innings
Washington 3, Bellmore 1
Tampa Bay 3, Florida 0
Philadelphia 10, Boston 5
Houston 5, Texas 0
Milwaukee 5, Minnesota 3
Chicago Cubs 7. Chicago White Sox 4
St Louis 10, Kansas City 3
Colorado S. Toronto 3
Seattle 10. San Diego 8
San Francisco 6, Oakland 0
LA Dodgers 7, LA Angels 0
N Y Mets 4, N Y Yankees 3
Monday's Games
Toronto 6, Tampa Bay 4
Boston 9, N Y Yankees 5
Texas 3, LA Angels 2
Chicago White Sox 5, Oakland 4. 10
innings
Detroit 8, Kansas City 0
Seattle 8 Baltimore 6
Tuesday's Games
N Y Yankees (Wright 1-3) at Boston
(Wakefield 3-5), 6.05 p.m,
Tampa Bay (Hendrickson 3-3) at
Toronto (Halladay 5-1), 6:07 p.m.
L A Angels (Lackey 3-3) at Texas
jPadilla 4-3), 7.05 p.m.
Oakland (Saarioos 2-)) at Chicago
White Sox (Vazquez 4-3), 7.05 p.m
Cleveland (Lee 3-4) at Minnesota
(Santana 4-4), 7:10 p.m
Detroit (Rogers 7-2) at Kansas City
(Hernandez 1-3), 7:10 p.m
Baltimore (Hatuna 2-1) at Seattle
(Pineiro 4-4), 905 p m
Wednesdays Games
Cleveland (Sabathia 3-1) at Minnesota
(Radke 4-5), 12. 10 p.m
L.A Angels (Weaver 1-7) at Texas
(Teleda 1-1), 1 05 p.m.
N Y Yankees (Johnson 5-4) at Boston
(Clement 4-3), 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Fossum 1-2) at Toronto
(Towers 1-8), 607 p.m.
Oakland (Heron 4-3) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 5-2), 7:05 p m
Detroit(Bonderman 4-3) at Kansas City
(Redman 0-41, 7 10 p.m.
Baltimore (Benson 6-3) at &sett*
(Washburn 2-5), 9:05 p.m.

From Page 1B
The kayaks and other forms
of creative water craft were
out in force again in McCoyey Cove beyond the right-field
fence, hoping for a milestone
souvenir ball from Bonds. He
has splashed 31 of his homers
into the water.
Bonds singled to right in
the first, had an RBI groundout in the third, flied out to
shallow center in the fifth and
walked on four pitches leading off the eighth to chants of
"Barry! Barry!" Fans booed
when Tyler Johnson's pitches
didn't come close to the plate
- and somebody tossed a rubber chicken into right field in
protest.
Bonds was then lifted for
pinch-runner Jason Ellison following his 44th walk of the year.
The seven-time NL MVP
left his home fans to wait a
week for another chance to
witness history after going six
games without a homer from
May 9-14 in games against the
Chicago Cubs and rival Los
Angeles Dodgers. He ended a
nine-game homerless stretch
with a solo shot for No. 714
on Saturday against Oakland's
Brad Halsey.
Fans jumped to their feet
as soon as Bonds began moving from the on-deck circle to
the batter's box Monday, with
flashbulbs lighting up every section of the stadium on a breezy
evening in the Bay Area. Even
the Cardinals climbed to the
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Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www bbgarages coin
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Insurance Agency

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

Josh Reynolds fouls off a pitch from CFS starter Clay
Bryan during Monday's Fourth District Tournament action
at Laker Field. Calloway improved to 27-6-1 on the season.
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top of the dugout stairs for an
unobstructed view.
Pinch-hitter Mark Sweeney
hit a two-run single in the
eighth, Randy Winn drove in
two runs and the Giants won
for the sixth time in seven
games. They swept Houston
last week, then took two of
three from the Athletics in a
weekend interleague series
across the bay.
Pujols finished 1-for-4 with
a double and a strikeout, and
Juan Encarnacion had an RBI
groundout in the second for
St. Louis, which had its fivegame winning streak snapped.
But the Cardinals could manage little else offensively against
Wright after outscoring their
opponents 30-14 during the
streak.
"I just went right after him.
I went after him with sinkers
and cutters," Wright said, referring to Pujols. "I was trying
not to challenge him with anything straight. I've had confidence all year since I won that
ob out of spring training."
TWAY'S MVP SPONSORED IT:

Lindy Suitor
lasic tatetylvmet
TO 10ft on

yot nano inarariat
comb& us Wily,
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TV, radio
TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
9 p.m.
TBS- Atlanta at San Diego
NBA BASKETBALL
6:30 p:m.
ESPN - Draft Lattery, at Secaucus,
N.J
7 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs. conference finals.
game 1 , Miami at Detroit
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
OLN - Playoffs, conference finals,
game 3. Anaheim at Edmonton
SOCCER
6 p.m.
ESPN2
men's national teams Li S
vs liAorooco at Nashville, Tenn
WNBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Connecticut at Minnesota
10 p.m.
ESPN2- Houston at Seattle
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RETREAD TIRES
The Calloway County Board of Education
is accepting sealed bids for School Bus
Retread Tires. Bids will be accepted until
10:30 a.m., Wednesday, May 31, 2006.
Specifications are on file at the Board
office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071. Interested bidders
may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by
calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The
Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids and to waive any minor irregularities in the bids.

Friday May 26th at 10:00 a.m.
060
Help *riled

Help Wooled

Invitation to Bid
GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUEL
The Calloway County Board of Education
is accepting sealed bids for Gasoline and
Diesel Fuel. Bids will be accepted until
11:00 a.m., Wednesday, May 31, 2006.
Specifications are on file at the Board
office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071. Interested bidders
may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by
calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The
Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids and to waive any minor irregularities in the bids.

"Come Join a Winning Team"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING
ALL POSITIONS.
Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.
Promotion From Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

West

Katrina Survtvors

ckY

You may be eligible for
cash assistance and/or
specialized services.
•Housing

300 Hammond Drive
Hopkinsville, KY 42240 GoUtilities

1-800-928-7233

oClothing

•Chikkare
•Vtsion
'Tools

CALL TODAY!

Notice
CALLOWAY County

Pictonai History 8,
Family History Book(s)
759-4938/753-2350

PHOTOGRAPHY
Lynn's Studio
Wedding - Senior
intaige and Fun Photos
Restorations

753-1001
Of
e-

d.
St
ir

PRE-SEASON
POOL PASSES
now on sale at
Murray Calloway
County Park Office,
900 Payne Street.
For rates. call 762-0325

yfiat

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: small black dog
w/no tail. Wearing a
blue collar. His name is
Skip. Missing from east
of Murray. Van Cleave
& Elm Grove area.
Reward.
759-1070,
227-1434
060

Nslp Mend

m.
rs
erng

Scratched discs
repaired in as
little as 1 minute.
DVDs. CDs. games.
$2 each or 3 for $5.

MOVIE WORLD
753-7670

Trade in

•

your

used D\ '
New Second Spin

program.
MOVIE WORLD
71- 3-7h7f)

PSYCHIC Readings
Advice, help on all
problems of life. Mrs.
Ann 270- 767-0508.

AMERICAN Greetings
is hiring for the Murray
Merchandiser
area.
position has flexible
hours and all training is
provided. Candidates
must be organized and
able to schedule their
own work load. Call
1-800-543-4110
for
information. EOE
AVON help needed. No
quotas, no inventory.
$10 investment. Call
Tammy
1-877-420-6567. Toll
Free.
FOSTER
parents
needed. Earn $35/day
by opening your home
to a child in need. Call
NECCO at
866-306-3226

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

Guide)

$515 First Day

- 20 words or less
Over 2P words $„50 each
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per day.
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VISA

_ado/ You can participate by sending a
_ISO photo of your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in
our military salute to be displayed
* Monday, May 29th.

Orval Brown

Corporal - Army Air Corp
WWII
1943-1945

ta For only $10.00 per photo
Or
.
d (one person per photo) you can
00 help us show the world how proud
we are of our brave men and
* women in the armed forces.

Submissions
must be received
by Wed., May 24
at 3 p.m.

/

*
•••0 Your Name:
;
10 :Address:
0001°
*Service Member's Name:
:Rank:

Branch of Service:

!Number of Years Served:

•
011100 L

MURRAY

ATTENTION

th

,411
r column inch extra foe Monday IS

'Daytime Phone:

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
We Have Restaurants In The Following States
Alabarlit Mississippi, Tennessee & Kentucks

a
es

$3.25

011°11111 As Americans, we've recently
* seen just how important our mill* tary's role in keeping our
Monday May 29th & the
_ago freedom safe and our liberty
Shopper Deadline is
SIOI secure. That's why the Murray
hursday May 25th at 3:00p.m. 7;00 Ledger & Times is honoring soldiers past and present with a salute
uesday May 30th deadline is *to our local military personnel.

060

in

•L

Inch, se

Disktrunt 2nd Run,
Diecount led kun.
Ad,.41uNt Run PI,!Out! t, Pau Priskt

$8.00 Column

Military HONORS

Due to Memorial Day the
classified deadlines
have changed.

Invitation to Bid

y-

••5

noel Estate
Labe Property
Lots For We
Lots For Pent
Fen,,, For Sele
Acmes
Noones For Sete
Ilamoyclee & STY,,
Mao Mu
Moo May vows'
Used Cars
Vane
used Truces
Campers
Boots & licreers
Services Offend
Fres Cdurrn
Tom.",6 Suppe..

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

010

•j

430
436
PIO
446
460
466
440
470
4120
416
4410
496
500
510
520
530
560
570

060

Murray State University

Help Warned

Health Services

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is seeking an
energetic individual to
fill the vacancy of
Activities
Director.
Applicant must be able
to work some nights
and weekends. Apply
in person at Einnhaven
of Benton 2607 Main
Street Benton, KY
42025 No Phone Calls
Please EOEJAAE

Director for Health
Services at Murray State University.
Twelve-month, full-time, salaried position to begin in July, 2006.
Qualifications: Licensed as a registered nurse in the state of Kentucky;
Master's degree in nursing from an
accredited nurse practitioner program;
certified as an adult or family nurse
practitioner and registered in the state
of Kentucky as an ARNP required. A
minimum of five years experience
required; experience in an ambulatory
health care facility preferred; experience
in presenting health education programs preferred. Successful candidates
must be able to demonstrate strong communication and interpersonal skills; a
willingness to practice without a physician on site is required; a desire to be
part of a professional nursing team that
provides health care services for college
students.
Responsibilities: Work in a collaborative arrangement with the Health
Services' director and consulting physician; participate in managerial duties of
the clinic; participate in the outreach
wellness program.
Application Deadline: June 9, 2006.
To Apply: Send letter of application,
resume, transcripts, and the names and
contact information for three references
to: Murray State University Health
Services Search Committee, 136 Wells
Hall, Murray, KY 42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State university is an equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.
Associate

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
7-15-06 to 12-1-06
7-20-06 to 12-20-06
Wage $8.24 HR 3/4 contract guaranteed,
all tools and equip. furnished. Housing
provided for those beyond commuting.
Transportation and subsistence pay,
after 50% of contract completed. Contact
local Dept. for Employment Services.

‹t,

060

060
Non Waled

DISHWASHER want
ed, days only. 4-5 days
a week, must work
weekends Apply in
person before 200
p.m. Hungry Bear
restaurant. No phone
calls

Help Weal
LIFEGUARD applica
now
bons
being
accepted
the
at
Murray -Calloway
County Park Office.
900 Payne Street.
Phone 270-762-0325
for information.

Hiring day/night
servers,
hosts/hostesses &
cooks with summer
availability.
No phone calls.
FARMER'S

Choice
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6100PM.
MANAGER in Training
Hibbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Apply at: 642
12th Street,
North
Murray, KY 42071.
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
saintr i'/ZO hibbett.com
OTR DRIVERS NEEDCOMPETITIVE
ED.
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS.
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR
(800)468-6087
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expenence. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer

LEDGERISIIIMES

PO Box 1°40•
Murray. KY 42071

150
Arliciss
-For Sale
(DUALITY housekeep
ers needed for part
time resort cleaning
Saturdays are required
with additional hours
available weekdays
Call Susan 436-2345

WILL babysit school
age kids at night only.
will also sit with hospital or nursing home
patients 227-4353

Computers
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated. hardworking team player.
Excellent fnnge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture, 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
RN to work part time
with high probability to
work full time. Pleasant
working environment.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1 pm only! 1800-578-8799
WATKINS associates
needed. Work from
home, earn what you
are truly worth. Free
details at:
WNW sundancemtn.corn
Independent as- tate.

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
WILD Blue Satellite
Internet. No phone line
required! Up to 512K
download speeds for
$49.95 per month.
Wood Electronics
270-753-0530

CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553,
DAY care furniture for
sale
*Bye bye buggy.
seats 4
*chairs of vanous sizes
*tables 20x20 inches
*resting mats
*tunnel (with pieces)
*rocking chair
Call 753-9668
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
SHINING
Stars
Daycare is now accepting enrollment packets
for night time care
(4PM-12AM)
Night
time care will begin
June 1st.

(FREE)
L.P. Gas fill with
purchase
B&B Brokers
701 South 12th Street
20 lb. tank

753-4389

140
Metle Boy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 753-1376
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
150

&Childcare

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
System.
Programming starts at
$19.99/mo. Get 8
channels of Starz
FREE for 3 months.
FREE DVR upgrade
available. Ask how you
can get $100 rebate
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Articles
For Selo
14K yellow gold traditional wedding set containing fifteen round
brilliant cut diamonds
totalling 2 carats. Paid
$2.500. asking $1.500.
Call (270)345-2449.
(270)345-2225
BUILDING steel trusses. heavy 39' long
Single slope makes
39'x80' building. 3 each
for $600 total, 270-9944410
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
SALOON
quality
bumper pool table,
$800.
759-9437
(evenings)

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Definition
High
Televisions DLP. LCD.
Rear
Plasma
&
Projections. Brands by
LG. Toshiba. Zenith
JVC. Sanyo & Sony.
We have a large selection of entertainment
centers as well as TV
carts. Beasley Antenna
& Satellite. 759-0901
NEW golf balls. All
kinds. $6 per dozen
753-1376
OPEN 24/7
Rex's Worm Farm.
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd,.
Murray, KY 42071.
Ph. 270-436-2189
Redworms, nightcrawlers. waxworms.
mealworms.
Mealworms, 1.000
$12 post paid. Ship
meaiworms only.
turn
zero
SCAG
mower. 61* cut. 1.020
hours. Ready to mow,
$3.500 OBO. 293-4303
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale (day) 753-4582
(night) 759-4718
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has

lai

Cat Ter,
en TRiwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193

TOPPER for Ford
truck, $100. Chest
freezer, $150
227-1514

KENMORE ultra tabnc
care HD series Washer
& Dryer $27500
(270) 978-0849
MAYTAG
washer
dryer. almond. $125
Frigidaire refrigerator
double door. ice &
water. 26 cu. ft.. white.
$150. 759-1839
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
TWO Kenmore washers,
each.
$200
Kenmore dryer. $100,
solid oak entertainment
center, $200. 36'
Sylvania TV, $50. 29.'
5298 days. 489-26i:
nights.

PINE Mulch
$25.00 per scoop
Maley Landscapes ir,
512 South 4th Street

COMPLETELY set up
1'2 acre. $10.500
753 60:
1
270
Mobile homes Fa Sere
1988 14x70 28R IBA
$6.500 293-8692

2811 mobile home and
lot $13,500 753-6012
3BR.
2BA
14x76
mobile home Please
call 293-7011 for more
details.
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
Single wide only
$13.99511 This won't
last long Call nowl'
(731)584-9429
3 Bedroom. 2 Bath.
Double wide & land
only
$49.99511
' 731)584-9109
HUGE 16x80
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
only $29.995111
(731)584-9430
PRE-OWNED mobile
homes. Excellent condition. '96 and newer
models. We deliver and
set up 270-489-2525

CLASSIFIEDS
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applisauons

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j:42)
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Hams For Rya
MOBILE home 14'x70'
New carpet, vinyl,
kitchen all appliances,
includes moving, setup (No underpinning)
Must see to appreciate
$13.000 492-8659

3 BR $285.00.
753-6012
NICE 28R
mobile
home, No pets
753-9866

4BR farmhouse 10
minutes from Murray
C/H/A, all newer appliances including washer, dryer and dishwasher. No pets. $600 per
month. 1 year lease
and deposit. Water.
garbage and mowing
included.
489-2534
before 9PM
HOUSE for rent, furnished, 730 Vine St,
3-bd, 1-ba, shown by
appointment only. Call
247-4232 or 247-3235

Business Barash
Raba
2.822 sr):ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
182BR near MSU
Appliances furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts available Please call
753-8221
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335.
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt
appliances. w/d, $425.
•1BR, 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350.
753-7559
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat.
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118
LIKE new, 1 BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Sate & clean
•We sell boxes(
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2297 State Route 94
Commercial
East.
property. 2.688 sq. tt,
building. .620 acre lot.
Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches.
Also for sale clothing
racks and shelves. Call
Bill Barton 753-5856

1111
ComissrIcal Prop. For Rork
707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
restrooms.
D/G/H.
plenty
of
parking,
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex.
759-3772.

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Aipts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

& Supple.

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

FREE to a good home
2 female black Labs, 2
years old, both spayed.
shots up to date, great
dogs, very friendly
dogs Must stay together, will not split
Included is dog house
and 50ft. of fencing
270-227-0914

SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid. 753-5980
SMALL
unfurnished
apartment. utilities and
cable paid, appliances
furnished Lease and
deposit required No
pets. $300/month
761-2743
Houses For Rent
1 BR house in country,
water furnished, no
pets. 753-0728
1BR. IBA in Hardin.
floors.
Hardwood
Appliances furnished.
$350 a month plus dep.
767-0508

Pyrenees
GREAT
pups. AKC, shots, have
parents, ready soon
753-5371

& sumfas
BLACK
stee
angusiiersey
cross
Approx 700 pounds.
$500
Black angus cow, small
breed. 4 months bred,
$600
Black angus heifer, 14
months old, small
breed. $350
759-1070, 227-1434
FUTRELL
Farm
Grass, alfalfa, mixed
hay. $3.25 per bale
753-8848
HAY Baling. Round or
square 270-293-7776
or 293-0909

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

DIRT Cheap
Lawn Cans
Quality service at dirt
cheap prices
Other services
Free Est
227-4994

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING 8 TRIMMING
LEAF REMOVAL
HEDGES TRIMMED.
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

ELECTRICIAN
New ConstillemodeV
or trouble. LK, and ins.
WI 30 yrs exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
HELPING Hand Tree
Service, From 4365394 to new number
559-4779, 474-8580,
759-4935

1)141

%Min

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dm?"
753-5827

11.1)
1

11/1\11 (•11‘,Iln

I RI I I s1151‘li
;

DAVE'S LAWN CARE
• Mowing & Mulching
• Shrub & Tree trimming
• Gutter Ckeeing
• Senior Discounts
*Professional work
at affordable prices,
'

MURRAY SIDING

1

& WINDOW COMPANY'
•ihren SicaNG •suisitoosisl
•RIIMACIMENT WIP600W1
•MITA'. II SHINGLI! ROOM

COREY Hutt
(270)293-9858

227-8575

1

Having a Yard Sale?
Make it a big event in the Nitirrli Ledger & Times!

Rai Elba
All Real Estate adver
ised in the newspape
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'

Haley Professional
Appraising
'Yor what ft's worth"
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. See listing
*27720 at
www.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545
Lake Propsny
KY-DOCKABLE
Lakefront. 2.74 Ac
$79,900. Priced for
quick sale. Call owner
270-350-6816
KY-LAKE
Barkley.
Waterfront Bargain' 43
acres only $229.900
Surveyed w/ country
road, water. & electnc
Call owner
270-924-4328

BEAUTIFUL corner lo
2 miles north of Murray.
1.4 acres with restncbons. City water & gas.
$16,000. 293-6877

RANCH Style House &
10.5 acres. 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
shed,
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

2BR, IBA in Benton
Full basement, new
carpet, 12x16' like new
outbuilding.
FSBO
Make offer,must sell
270-527-7957
3BR 2BA brick. City
school district. Nice
yard, many recent
updates. $87,500.
753-6870
4BR. 3 bath in city,
bnck, newly remodeled
kitchen, ready to move
in' 753-2297
For sale by owner,
1658 State Route 94
West. 1 acre of, full
basement, 3 bedroom,
2 and 1/2 bath
$160.000
call 753-1586-day or
753-9902-night
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
bath. $10,000. For listings 800-429-7008 Ext
S020
FSBO 2.700 sq. ft. custom brick ranch. 4BR.
2.5BA, 3/4 acre lot.
Delight"
-Cook's
kitchen. Call 753-9381
470
Nolorcycles & ATVs
WANTED
Kawasaki Vulcan
436-6063

f

iriPp3
ort Why %Wes

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

RED OAKS APTS.
Spacial
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

3bedroom foreclosure
Buy for $5,025 For listing 800-429-7008 Ext.
S021

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

011orsk

750

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

'94 Jeep Cherokee
Country.
181,000
miles. 293-1193

AAA Hauling
Clean-up, iunk
garages, yards
tree work
Free Estimates
Anytime 753-9210

Used Cas
MUSTANG convertible.
Perfect
condition,
2002, new tires, rear
spoiler, 29K miles, well
maintained, white with
tan
top/interior,
$14,775. 753-0815
BUY police impounds.
Cars from $500. For
listing 800-439-3998
ext. N526
2004
Chrysler
Pacifica.
32,000
miles,
1
owner.
$17,000 270-527-5403
'95 Buick Park Avenue.
Leather, loaded, new
tires, 113K, nice ride,
$3.200 (270)978-1661
1976 Triumph TR6.
condition.
Excellent
759-9437 (evenings)
Ussd Trucks
2003
4x4,
Chevy
65,000 miles, regular
cab, p.w., p.I., cruise.
Has everything but
leather $18,000 OBO
(270)293-3695.
97 F-250, 7.31_ power
stroke. diesel. 4-wheel
dnve. $10,500.
437-4030

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

1983 Coachmen 8'x211/2', $2,000 firm.
1971 camper bus,
$2,500 firm, runs good.
270-227-4600
520
Boats & Rotors
ALUMA Craft boa
17.5ft . trailer. 50 horse
Mercury motor, 2 live
wells, front & back fishing seats. 2 battenes,
trolling motor, depth
finder, new, $3,750, 1270-436-2727 or 2937824
16' boat trailer, $300
293-5298 days.
489-2600 nights
2 hydro hoist let ski
lifts. $400 each or $700
both. 436-6248.
293-1934

•

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching

Landscaping
Salistactron guaranteed
•Sgrnm•( otiz('n Os.,ount•

Call 753-1816
ZO-0611

1/2 PRICE,
LAWN
agoe &
Vairil
Moe istallers!

Free estimates
753-8941
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling, Clean
out garages, gutters,
funk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1
Joe's
Mower
Repair. Tune up specials.
Free
pickup/delivery.
436-2867
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc
Also Tractor work.
teanng down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning. 436-2867

31-70
words'
$18

words # of
of less' days
$11
1

30

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

'includes all words in ad

•
;• 'I-S.04114
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 s•E•Rs EXPERiENCT
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191

rwr 1•00.0•1

Demille

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Free!!

To advertise, call Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916 or
come by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray.
Office hours are Monday through Friday 7:30-5:00.
Email: classified@murrayledger.com
Fax:(270)753-1927
A $5 fee will be charged kir any copy or rundate changes made alter ad is submitted.
No changes may be made after deadline. All ads must be prepaid. Ads may have only one address

PAINTED
METAL ROOFS
installed, 16 colors.
30 years experience
Call Dennis R.
Carter. Hazel.
270-492-8688
Remodeling, Siding
Point, Soft Floor
Repair. or Roof
Leaks Etc

LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION

PLUMB &

759-47044374011

CATHY'S
Wallpapering, Painting,
and Cleaning. 270978-0569

F REP PT.
Complete new roofs,
shingle rubber, painted metal. 30 yrs.
exp. Call Dennis R.
Carter. Hazel.
270492-8688

storm
CONCRETE
shelters Underground
and hillside
270-978-0404
CUSTOM tractor work.
garden tilling, blade
bushhogging_
work,
L. Carroll,
Gerald
Owner. 492-6159.
293-0163
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
We
Specialize in
Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
'Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
'We Use Hot Water
•Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

(R8r1
Ome
Improvements
- We do it all,
*Landscaping •Stumo
grinding *Tree work
*Pressure Washing
*Painting -Seal Drives
*Rooting

705-2787

534-0038

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and
270-519-8570

REMOVE THOSE UGLY
LACK MEALS it1NGCS
FROM IOU ROOF
2701437-4999•9704892

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Worley's Paint & Sandblasting,
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL & RESIDENTIAL Ilar
i
it • Pressure Washing • Removing Midew
• Mang & Finish Drywall
• Textured Ceilings

s

• Remodling Interior & Exterior
No iot, To Small or Large

270-492-8724
("mg vour /NMI. Of Auatneti a n4-,
11041440=.....

Friday - 10AM
Friday- 10AM
Monday - 10AM
Monday- 4PM
Wednesday - 1 OAM
Wednesday - 4PM
Thursday - 10AM

YARD SALE KIT WITH PURCHASE OF
YARD SALE AD!
Kit includes: 2 signs, labels, pre-sale
checklist, and sales record form.

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing. floor covering,
landscaping. siding.
•'FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson@wk.net

CITY limits mow & trim,
$17. 270-227-7148

Deadline

Monday
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

MAKE IT BOLD:

Sonless Offered
AREA LAWN CARE
Commerdal/Reeidentiol
•Mowlea•Tritoming
*Leaf Removal
*Goner amain

Publish Date

Put Our aid in a black background for $2 extra!

S
I-.\(' %.% %HNC;
•( .11,11

293-9562

OLD school bus converted for camping use
$900 or make offer
293-9090, 759-9090

DEADLINES:

PRICES:

98 Ford Explorer XLT
Pw, PS, CD player.
good condition
293-5420

411114

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Wednesday. May 24, 2006:
This year you could experience
many ups and downs. Though

you could feel pressured by
those in your life, ask yourself
how much of this feeling or
energy comes from you. Review
situations with an eye to positive
change and new options. Your
focus needs to be on your longterm objectives so that you aren't
thrown
off too
often.
Conversations could often be
challenging, especially to you.
Think positively, and you can
get through hassles. You have
much more inner strength than
you know. If you are single, a
will develop
relationship
through your friends. Winter
2006-07 could see you with a
case of the butterflies. How nice.
If you are attached, be sensitive
to your sweetie and what he or
she wants. TAURUS can be difficult.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You might feel pressured
to perform on a higher or better
level than in the past. Your spint
and ingenuity will soar to a new
level if you flow with a fastchanging situation. Curb a tendency to spend more than you
ultimately want to Tonight: Say
no to possessiveness.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Move slowly this morning.
You don't need or want a flub-up.
Insfinctiveness plays a role with
partner. This afternoon,
a
emphasize what you want.
Expect to have excellent results - if not now, ultimately. Tonight:
As you like.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** This morning you seem to
pull white rabbits out of black
hats. Use your energy dunng this
time, when you do make a difference. Pull back and take your
time. Investigate opportunities
that head your way. Tonight:
Happy as a cat, staying close to
home and screening calls.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You can investigate a
situation and come up with different answers, if you so choose.
Your ability to stay light and easy
when the pressure builds speaks
once more. Aim for much more
of what you want, turning a hassle into a positive. Tonight: Find
a pal.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** With the perspective you
gain in the morning, you can act
upon it at the same time If you

by Jacqueline Bigar
wait to long, you could hit a
hassle or two. You also could
cop an attitude if you aren't careful.
Investigate
alternatives
instead of closing down. Tonight:
Others observe
what
you
choose.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to revise
your thinking and attitude. partially because of a dealing this
morning. Be willing to look at the
long-term rather than the little
issues. Don't let fatigue or negativity mark your decisions this
afternoon. Tonight: As you like.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others run with the ball.
You are in a position of watching
and not acting. You find that
options appear if you are willing
to let go of rigidity. In the afternoon, you might need to revise
your
thinking.
Individuals
demand your attention. Tonight:
What you want.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Whether you like it or not,
you have to work with others and
their needs. You could feel
uncomfortable with another's
demands. Loosen up and lighten
up. You will like what occurs as a
result. Tonight: Defer to another's wishes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Tap into your creativity.
Come up with answers. Your
ability to brainstorm and get past
your issues emerges. You have
reason to be delighted with the
outcome. Don't allow news to
change your mind. Tonight:
Know when to take a break.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Anchor in on what is
important rather than what you
need. Think positively about
alternatives that surround an
emotional bond, even if someone you are dealing with is negative, negative, negative. This
too will pass. Tonight: Use your
imagination.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Keep talking, even if you
want to slam the door. Play it
cool, and you will be much happier in the end. You need some
time to yourself. A problem might
not be your doing. Tonight Easy
does it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take a step forward with
your finances, and you will like
the end results. They will be
much better. In the afternoon.
others seek you out en masse.
They want your attention. You
cannot get around the immediate
pressure of a situation. Tonight.
Hang out with fnends.
BORN TODAY
Singer, songwriter Bob Dylan
(1 94 1). singer Patti Labelle
(1 944), actress, writer Elsa
Maxwell (1883)
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LooklagBack
10 years ago
Murray High School conferred
degrees of graduation upon 90
seniors at the commencement at
Lovett auditorium at Murray State
University. Valedictory addresses were by Leah Christensen,
Jayson Brittian and Danielle
Glover.
Published is a picture of local
members of Fraternal Order of
the Police taking part in an
Olympic Torch Run to help raise
money for Special Olympics.
In the First Regional High
School Baseball Tournament,
Murray Tigers won 4-0 over
Heath and Calloway Lakers won
11-4 over Carlisle County.
20 years ago
Ten students from Belize. Central American who are studying
at Murray State University will
have the opportunity to learn more
about the United States Government, Public Policy and Society
as they are participating in a an
eight-day seminar May 18-25 at
Washington, D.C.
Births reported include a boy
to Elizabeth and Michael Cornett and a boy to Patricia and
Bobby France, May 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Hopkins were married for 52 years
May 19.
30 years ago
, A $240,778 contract to SOF
face 13.3 miles of Murray-Eggners Ferry Road (Ky. 94 East) in
Calloway County has been aWarsded to a Cadiz firm.
• Murray High School Tigers
won 2-1 over Livingston Central in the semi-finals of the
Second Regional Baseball Tournament at Calloway County High
School field. Joe Graves was Mur-

ray pitcher.
Artists and craftsmen from
surrounding states will converge
on Land Between the Lakes Tennessee Valley Authority's public
outdoor area June 20-27 for the
seventh annual Arts & Crafts
Festival.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Clegg Austin receiving his commissioning oath from Capt.
Robert T. Garman, adjutant,
Department of Military Sciences.
Murray State University. Dr.
Austin received his Army commission as captain of Medical
Corps.
Members of the American
Legion Auxiliary will be selling
poppies on Poppy Day, May 18,
in memory of those serving in
the Armed Forces.
Anita Flynn was installed as.
worthy advisor of the Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow Girls.
50 years ago
Max Beale, Savings Bond
Chairman for Calloway County
announced that this county's sale
of Series E and H sivings bonds
during April amounted to $11,531.
The total for four months is
$71,043. The county's goal for
the year is $204,000.
•
Recent births reported a Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Morris and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Wilson.
/Mrs. B.F. Scheriffius, guest
speaker, spoke abut "Women
United To Serve" at a meeting.
of the Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church.
Mrs. Rupert Parks gave the devotion.
-.. •

Todaylnliistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. May 23, the
143rd day of 2006. There are 222
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 23, 1934, bank robbers Bonnie Parker and . Clyd,e:
Barrow were shot to death in a
police ambush in Bienville Parish,
La.
„
Oti this date:
.
In 1533, the marrilte of Engand's King Henry VIII to Catherne of. Aragon was 'declared null

and void. '-'••• „
In rip 1,,Captain William Kidd
was hanged in London after he
was convicted of piracy Mid murder:.
. , In 1788:South Carolina became
the eighth state to ratify the United States Constitution.
In 1906, Norwegian playwright
and poet,,A Henrik linen died , in
Christiania, Norway, at age 78.
4)4937, industrialist John D.
Rockefeller died in Ormond Beach,
Fla.
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Foreign accents are source of
both pride arld prejudice

DEAR ABBY: It gets very
tiring to be asked the same
question time after time, especially when the response we get,
for answering it is always the
same, "Oh." Ninety-tune percent
of the individuals who ask rue
about my accent cannot differentiate between London and the
United Kingdom, so it puzzles
me why they even ask the question. My response is to give a
dumb answer to a dumb question.
Also, there are too many
prejudiced people in this country who judge others based on/
their accent, and besides, starting a conversation with so personal a question is offensive. - TICKED OFF IN FLORIDA
DEAR ABBY: I am an American who has been living outside the United States for many
years: It seems the second question anyone asks me. is, "Where
are you from?' often followed
by,. You have such a strong
accent." I find it insulting because
1 work hard to pronounce words
correctly, and the inquirers seem
to make this comment with such
joy. I know I don't ,have a strong
accent because when I am on
the phone. no one normally comments on my accent.
People like us get irritated
partly because when we are asked
where we're from, we feel they
do it to pigeonhole us, to classify us as "one of those Amer- ,
icaas" or "one of those XX
immigrants,' not the unique individuals we really are. -- NAOMI
IN SAO PAOLO, BRAZIL
,
• DEAR ABBY: 1 have a severe
hearing loss and have been told
"have a beautiful accent." People constantly ask me where
am from. I tried •being truthful,
but that ended up embarrassing
the
person who asked. so I
111 1944, diming Wckid.War II,
'stopped. I finally started sayAllied forcelkhagged dowp,in Anzio
;began a major,breakout'70ensive. ing, "I'm from here.' Most of
them don't believe it. and they
In 1945, Nazi official Heinpress me for more information.
rich. Himmler committed suicide
If I know I'll be seeing the per?while imprisoned in Luneburg. Gerson -again. I tell the truth and
many.
also say that I'm very open
In 1960, Israel announced it
about my hearing toss, and 1
had captured former Nazi official
Adolt4i
thmarin in Argentina. )just talk the way 1 hear. If .1
(Eic
won't be seeing the person again.
was tried in Israel,
found guilty of crimes against
I just shrug. -- LINDA IN
humanity, and hanged in 1962.) • PHOENIX
DEAR ABBY: I am from
the Netherlands and have only
a slight, accent., but I'm still
annoyed With myself for being
IktREE Min,AND 114ANKS
unable to get rid of it. For a
Iz4vitti4GT0(Mt siE Wit
lot of people, it is very imporVMS A1,140ST our cf 114E
tant to be able to assimilate
D12-1VEWA4 NIS TIME
into the culture, and I can understand that people get tired of
?'being stamped as a "foreigner"
.all the time. -- KITTY IN OAKLAND
DEAR ABBY: I was with
my grandmother in a department store a few year; ago
when the clerk noticed her accent
and asked what country she
cattle • from. , My grandmother
was puzzled, then she replied,
"Oklahoma!" -- JANE IN RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
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ContractBridge
Thinking the Unthinkable
South dealer.
North-Soutfi vulnerable
NORTH

he had already won. I o establish the
two additional tricks he`needed, he
played the
and another club, setting up the list two clubs in dummy.

:K
9 510
4
CHO 6
wgsT ilkA K 8 6 2
dp
r A18 2
J73
•94 2
4Q 10 5

This line of play might base been

EAST
•Q 7 6
•A 9 8 4 2
•7 5 3 .

410J 9

SOUTH
•• K
38
AK
I0Q
IPQ 6 5

a good idea on some other deal. but it
was bound to fail on the actual one. It
allowed the defenders to cask five

tricks in a row consisting of a club,
three spades and a heart before South
could regain the lead to collect the
game-going tncks.

Declarer should have realized

47 43
Thc bidding:
South
West
North East
I•
Pass
2•
Pass
2N1
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead -- two of spades
A long, establishable suit is usually a welcome sight to declarer at a
notnunp contract, but it is not always
the answer to his needs. There are
times when he should look elsewhere
for tricks.
For exampie,. cokisider this case
where a well-intentioned declarer
lost sight of the forest for the trees.
Ile took Eases queen of spades with
the king at trick one and could count
seven immediate wormers — four
diamonds, two clubs and the spade

that establishing dummy 's clubs was
certain to lead to defeat. and so
should have turned his attention elsewhere. His only legitimate chance
lay in the hope that West had the jack
of hearts — a 50-50 probability

and had started with only four
spades,which seemed likely from his
lead of the deuce.
In that case, a low heart lead to
dummy's ten at trick two would
enable South to establish two/bean
tricks whether the' opponent0 took
the ace immediately or not. The only
tricks the defenders could then get

w'ould be three spades and the heart
ace, leaving declarer with the nine
tricks he was looking for
Although this approach might
easily base failed, it was nesertheless better to base some chance for
the contract than to adopt a line of
play that offered no chance at all
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Dr. Gott

Dear Abby is written by.
Abigail Van Buren, also known
as Jeanne Phillips, and - was
founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips.

ec.

Our

DEAR DR. GOTT: Recent- $2 to Newsletter. P() Box 167,
ly, a man wrote in about his Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
problem with Irritable Bowel to mention the title
Syndrome or whatever they are
DEAR DC GOTT: You
calling it today. He had tried have suggested using Benadryl
everything his doctors had sug- as a sleep aid I had been using
gested with no results. He went it tor some time, but I found
to buy !mod- it gradually loses effect I underium A-D and stand it also is contraindicated
found Diges- for men isus:h as Ii, at age 87.
tive Advan- with benign prostauc hypertrotage IBS and phy
In 1982. I had a
decided to transurethral resection and have
give it a try. difficult). with urination, espeIt worked.
cially during the night, and I
Having felt Benaciry I made the condisuffered
a tion worse
similar probFor sevl years. my tarnlem
for ily doctor has prescribed alprayears, I went zolam (Xanax) so I can get to •
By
to Ganeden sleep. Do you think this is a •
Dr. Peter Gott Biotech's good medication? Do you have •
Web site and a suggestion for another effecsaw glowing reports. I went tive, nonaddictive drug"
out that afternoon and bought
DEAR READER: As I have
a box. I took the first tablet in previously written, Benadryl
the parking lot. Six hours later, may not be as effective a sleep
my stomach had settled down aid for older patients. The drug
and my diarrhea had stopped. may lead to daytime sleepiness
I am now on my second box or it can lose its effects.
with fantastic results.
Xanax, which is useful as
Have you done any check- an anti-anxiety drug. may be a
ing into this product and the good
substktute.. However.
company's other offerings?
remember that ally such medDEAR READER: I am not ication has the potential to cause
familiar with this product and habituation and should be used
have not had time to investi- only for short periods. If you
gate its effectiveness. Howev- require a 'product to aid sleep.
er, your experience is so stun- I suggest that you consider
ning that I am breaking the melatonin, a natural and nonrules, holding off .udgment and, addictive medication that is
as usual, requ ting that my available without a prescription.
readers respon o any experiTo give you related inforences they have had with`Diges- mation. I am sending you a
five Advantage IBS.
copy of my Health Report
Keep me posted, folks.
-Sleep/Wake Disorders" Other
To give you related infor- reader, who would like a copy
mation, I am sending you a should- • send a long, selfcopy of my Health Report "Irri- addressed,stamped envelope and
table Bowel Syndrome." Other $2 to Newsletter. PO Box 167,
readers who would like - a copy Wickliffe, 01-1 44092. Be sure.
should send a long, self- to mention the title.
addressed,stamped envelope and

Dear Abby

S

ity.

Alternative treatment
for IBS

DEAR ABBY: You gave a
sensible answer to 'Sean" regarding the people he has asked
about their foreign accents. I
would like to offer some advice
of my own regarding people he
may meet in the future.
I grew up in a diverse metropolitan area. 1 quickly learned
that if people want to
share their
accent's origin, they will
after I offer
a compliment
(without an
inquiry).
I
have
said
things like,
"What
a
beautiful
By Abigail
accent!" or,
Van Buren
"Your accent
makes English sound like music." In
response, some Oople will volunteer where it is from. Others
simply accept the compliment.
I think you touched on a
valid reason why some people
are , reluctant to reply. People
are more likely to tell you about
their past if they are proud of
it. , However, others also may
feel that their relationship is not
one that warrants volunteering
personal information. When you
work with dozens or hundreds
of people a day, people may
not want their last name known,
let alone more private information. -- JENNY IN BROCKTON. MASS. ,
DEAR JENNY: There can
be many reasons Why people
are reluctant to answer the question. Read on:
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PO NOT

38 MacGraw
of films
39 Opening
40 HS class
45 Fiesta cheers
42 Indigo plant
44 Shoguns
warners
46 Big celebration
48 Work as 51 Summer cooler
52 Every_
54 'Mack the
Knife" singer
55 Checkers side
56 Chocolate
cookie
57 Deli loaves

1 Karate cousin •
5 Shabby
9 Super Bowl
roar
12 Love. in Madrid
13 Game plan .
14 Capitalize oil
15,Pie-chart lines
17 Dilettante
19 Spurred on
21 Trip
around the sun
22 Become
a member
24 Midwestern St.
25 - take foreverl
26 Quaint hotel
27 Steers
29 "Hey!."
31 Really relax.
slangily
32 - a premium
33 Non* loc.
34 Not skinny
35 Einsteinium
symbol
36 Shatters •
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18 Data storage
unit
29 Aquarium
denizen
22 Kid around
23 Teller's stack
25 Kinds
27 Find fault
28 Spoken for
29 Kind of lock
30 Redding
of blues
34 Incorrectly
36 Exotic island
.37 Per person
39 Taunted
41 Cowboy flick
42 Not quite shut
43 in the buff
44 Next-door
45 Yes. in Bonn
47 Sign before
Virgo
49 Stein filler
50 Advanced
degs
53 Land --
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Opry star's grandson critical
after four die in Alabama wreck
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
— A grandson of longtime
Grand Ole Opry performer Billy
Walker
remained hosin
pitalized
critical condition Monday
after an interstate accident
that
killed
his
Walker,
wife and two
Walker
band members.
Returning
to Tennessee after a show on the
Alabama coast, the four died
when a van they were riding in
ran off Interstate 65 south of
Montgomery and overturned
about 12:40 a.m. Sunday, state
troopers said.
Walker's grandson, Joshua
Brooks, 21, of Hendersonville,
Tenn., was listed in critical condition MorlIkty at Baptist
in
ster-South
Medical
Montgomery, a spokeswoman
for the hospital said.
Killed in the wreck were
Walker, 77: his wife, Bettie

Walker, 61; and Charles Lilly
Jr., 44, all of Hendersonville;
and .Daniel Patton Sr., 40, of
Hermitage, Tenn.
A visitation for the Walkers
and Lilly was scheduled for
Wednesday and Thursday at
Memory
Hendersonville
Gardens Funeral Home in
Hendersonville, officials with
the Grand Ole Opry announced
Monday evening.
The Walkers' funeral is
scheduled Friday at Cornerstone
Church in Madison, Tenn.
Lilly's funeral will be Friday at
Baptist Church in
Firg
Patton's
Hendersonville.
arrangement were still pending.
According to the Opry's Web
site, Billy Walker was born in
Rails, Texas, and built an early
career as the "Traveling Texan,
the Masked Singer of Country
Songs" and later shared the
stage with Elvis Presley.
Walker joined the Grand Ole
Opry in 1960 and was known as
one of the show's most outgoing
and personable performers.
"He couldn't have been more

supportive," Brad Paisley told
The Tennessean newspaper. The
musician was introduced by
Walker for his first appearance
on the Opry in May 1999.
"I remember that he came to
my first gold-record party, and
I'll always remember his charismatic presence when he was on
stage. He never seemed old to
me, which is another thing that
is so hard about this."
Bettie Walker booked shows
for her husband and other Opry
artists.
"I've never known someone
as good at organizing things as
Bettie," said Opry member
Jeannie Seely, a friend of the
Walkers.
"She worked tirelessly, and
she was never afraid to step up
and ask for something or stand
up for something she believed
in.
Walker's road shows usually
involved Lilly on bass and
Patton on lead guitar. The two
band members also sang harmonies with Walker.
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'Dr. 90210' helps subdue out-of-control passenger
LOS ANGELES (AP) — An to be buckled into seats." the cockpit.
"When you get a black belt,
elderly man on an American Castles said.
None of the five crew mem- at that stage your brain just
Airlines flight was restrained by
passengers, including televi- bers or 122 passengers aboard clicks into action, the doctor
sion's "Dr. 90210," after he got the MD-80 plane from Austin. said.
injuries,
reported
out of his seat and shoved a Texas,
flight attendant late Monday, American Airlines spokesman
Billy Sanez said.
officials_said.
The man hopped out of his
The jetliner landed safely in
Los Angeles and police took the seat in Coach and marched into
80-year-old man, who did not first class. Sanez said.
Dr. Robert Rey, a plastic surspeak English, to a hospital for a
72-hour mental observation, air- geon who practices martial arts,
Nancy told The Associated Press he got
port spokeswoman
Now offering...
out of his seat and intervened
CastleS said.
'He evidently started to panic when he heard the man make a
about 15 minutes before land- "big noise- as he pushed a
ing. when everyone is supposed female flight attendant toward
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